Toy Train Auction Lot Descriptions
April 4th / 5th, 2014

STOUT AUCTIONS

1 Aluminum Model Toys AMT Scale Model Ford Automobile, Sportsman/Green in original box with original controller.
Controller has deteriorated plunger?. Original cord is very nice and shows little wear. Inside of controller is perfectly
clean. Car shows little wear, no damage, little rust on axles. Nice solid toy. Box has wear to corners and edges. Lid has
small puncture, slight concaving to corner. Box is fairly square and solid.

2 Matchbox Models of Yesteryear toy vehicles in original boxes/packages. Vehicles look new, C9-10. Packages show little
wear, price stickers. Fourteen vehicles total. Four 1920 Rolls-Royce Voiture Blindee/Panzer Wagen armored cars, 1920
Leyland 3 Ton Subsidy Lorry, Y-12, Y-30, Y-23, Y-22, Y-25, Y-25, Y-25, Y-25, Y-23.

3 Matchbox, Models of Yesteryear diecast toy vehicles in original packages. Vehicles look new, C9-10. Packages show
very little wear, price stickers. Three Y-22, four Y-12, three Y-18, two Y-19, Y-6, Y-4, Y-5, Y-12, Y-13.

4 Grouping of Dinky Toys diecast vehicles, personnel, and empty boxes. Some items are in their original boxes. Three 072,
066, and 80A in original boxes. Three full 603, two have brown cardboard insert. Two loose personnel figures. Four
empty 603 boxes with divider/holder for figures, 697, and 693 empty boxes.

5 Two early windup cars with plastic bodies. One is a 1950? Studebaker Champion and the other is a 1949 Ford Custom
Club Sedan. Studebaker has cracked shell/roof. Studebaker is missing drive gear on axle, Ford barely turns, but does.
Cars are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

6 Five vintage promotional cars, all five are Oldsmobile, four are marked Johan Models. Unmarked 1965 Dynamic 88, two
Johan 1975 Cutlass silver and red, 1972 Toronado, and 1969 Toronado. Cars show little to mild wear. Some have a price
sticker. 1972 Toronado has crack in windshield.

7 Authentic 1949 Nash Airflyte Scale Model MFG. by National Products, A division of Banthrico Industries, Chicago 6, Ill
in original box missing flaps on one end. Dealer Promotional Model Car in light green paint. Very nice with mild flats and
cracks to tires. Paint shows very light wear and very little loss. Car has a few small dark green splatters. Car measures
approximately 6-3/4 inches long.

8 Mixed lot of toy vehicles, various makers, various materials, various eras of autos. Unmarked 1965 Mustang Fastback,
unmarked 1957 Chevrolet Corvette fuelie, Polistil Mercedes Benz 450SL, Danbury Mint 1956 Ford Thunderbird,
Courtland Modern Bakery Panel Delivery, unmarked 40-50’s streamliner, and Ertl Dukes of Hazard. Cars are sold as they
are shown in our photos with no returns.

9 Five Japanese tinplate lithographed friction toy vehicles. Two are marked Bandai, one is a Ford Thunderbird, and the other
is a Plymouth Valiant. Unmarked Fire Chief Car. Two unmarked convertible touring cars, one appears to be missing horn
handle/lever. Overall cars show light wear, all seem to have working friction motors.

10 Ashton Models Model Number 8, Ahrens-Fox Long Beach fire truck in original box. Looks C8-9. Box shows a little very
light wear.

11 Thirty-seven diecast Tomy Pocket Cars toy vehicles in original blisters on original cards. Condition ranges from very light
wear to some creasing and dented corners. Blisters are very well attached. Please view our photos for the best and most
accurate description of this grouping.

12 Twelve AHL American Highway Legends 1:64 scale delivery trucks and semi tracker trailer trucks in original
boxes/packages. All look C9-10 new. Boxes show little wear, couple price stickers.

13 Britains toy tractors, implements, trucks, and other farm type toys in original boxes/packages. Items look new, most
probably have never been removed from package. Some packages have a torn cellophane display or a torn hanging card,
or other light wear. Five 4703, 9529, 9420, 9538, 08735, 8715, and 4704.

14 Forty-three packages (some have multiple vehicles) of Lledo diecast toy vehicles. Most are Models of Days Gone, some
are anniversary editions, Hershey’s, Kleenex, etc. Vehicles appear new, never removed from packages, C9-10. Packages
show mild wear to little if any wear, some price stickers. Please view our photos for a better description.
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15 Playskool wooden train pull toy. Playskool 7150-1 word maker match-ups (The Electric Company), Golden Press
Playskool card stock puzzle, Felix the Cat (Determined Productions), and MB Milton Bradley 4627-1 Children’s
Television Workshop Sesame Street “The Oscar the Grouch Card Game” Featuring Jim Henson’s Muppets , Fisher Price
Flash Cards. Items in this group are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

16 Ten Corgi Classics diecast toy trucks and busses in original boxes. All trucks appear new, one box has wear to a corner.
Most boxes have some type of price sticker(s). 98454, 98472, 98453, 98469, 98456, 97635, 98459, 98467, 97353, 98473.

17 Ten Corgi diecast toy cars and trucks in original packages, all looking new. Packages show a little very light wear to little
at all. A few price stickers. C864, 33201, 30301, 09802, C953/9, D822/5, C406/10, 923, C806/1, and C897/9.

18 Ten Corgi Classics diecast trucks and cars in original boxes. Vehicles all look new, boxes/packages show little to no wear.
98458, 97397, 98458, 98457, 98449, 98459, 98449, 98455, 98449, 97392.

19 Thirteen Corgi Super/Corgi Classics/Corgi Classic Models in original boxes/packages. All vehicles/items look new.
Boxes/packages show some light wear to little if any. Some have price stickers. 2015, D599, 16701, 52801, 52504,
96752, 96753, 98475, 31601, 31602, 52504, 52501, and 98457

20 Thirty-three Wiking Modelle vehicles, some in original boxes. Vehicles range from a C7 area to C9-10 in OB. Please
view our photos for the best description.

21 Nice large grouping of Creative Playthings Inc. Princeton, N.J. wooden doll furniture. Pieces could use a fairly normal
cleaning and polishing. Most pieces that have a drawer/s have them, a couple are missing. Some pieces show a little light
wear, none are damaged. Entire group are sold as one lot, being sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

22 Twelve Matchbox Models of Yesteryear diecast trucks and cars in original boxes, all appear to be new, most if not all have
been inspected, and not removed from box. Boxes show little to no wear, some have a price sticker. YS-38, Y16, yet04-m,
YTC01-M, YTC06-M, yfe 18-m, YTC 04-M, YAS07-M, YAS03-M, YYM 35191, YTC 04-M, and YAS08-M.

23 Thirteen diecast toy vehicles, all or most of are made in Russia/USSR. Tractors, antitank gun, fire trucks, and tour/travel
bus. Most vehicle/toys look new, never removed from packages. However some have loose or broken trim/parts. Some
boxes/packages show mild wear/tears to cello. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

24 Large grouping of modern Matchbox diecast toy cars and trucks in original boxes/packages, all looking to be new/like new
C8-10 area. Packages show little to a little very light wear. Models of Yesteryear; Harrods Models of Yesteryear; Days
Gone Military Collection; Pills, Potions, & Powders; Matchbox Originals; SuperKings; Matchbox Series; and others.
Eighteen packages, some contain more than one vehicle.

25 Forty-two Ertl diecast trucks, cars, etc. in original boxes, some are still banks. All appear to be new, never removed from
package. Packages/boxes show very little to a little very light wear. This is a very large lot that was not individually
inspected, although everything looks to be new, nothing is guaranteed. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no
returns.

26 Nine Winross diecast semi tractor trailers and other trucks, in original boxes. Trucks look C8 to C10. Boxes show very
light to very little wear, some price/inventory stickers. Campbell Express, Leinenkugel’s, Batesville, Pennsylvania Dept.
of Transportation, two Steelcase, two Shlitz, and Old Milwaukee.

27 Eight EFE Exclusive First Editions OO & HO gauge 1:76 scale diecast trucks in original boxes. Trucks look
new, C8-10. Boxes show very light to mild wear, couple price stickers. 12701, E 10701, E 10601, E 10702, E
10301, E 10803, E 10601, E 11002. Also included are seven A Master True Scale Model, K59 Private Garage
in the Master Range garages in original obese, one has a loose door due to casting fatigue, rest look C7-10.
Boxes show little to light wear, price stickers.

28 Large group of twenty-two diecast toy vehicles in original boxes and packages. All appear to be new, many never removed
C9-10. Boxes packages show light to no wear, some price stickers. Elicor, Yat Ming, Lledo, Rio, Matchbox Models of
Yesteryear, Matchbox Collectibles, Paul’s Model Art Minichamps, RexToys, Gilbow, White Rose Collectibles, Brooklin
Models, and Racing Champions.
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29 Large grouping of twenty-five new diecast vehicles in original boxes/packages, Hot Wheels, Corgi/Mattel, Revell, Racing
Champions, Hartoy, Roskopf, Lledo, Tootsietoy, Rextoys, Dinky, others. All appear to be new, many never removed C9
-10. Boxes packages show light to no wear, some price stickers.

30 Large group of twenty-one diecast toy vehicles in original boxes and packages. Most all appear to be new, many never
removed C8-10. Boxes packages mild wear to no wear, some price stickers. Solido, Tomica, Deutz, AHL American
Highway Legends Eastwood Automobilia, Hartoy, Motorkits, Shinsei Mini Power, Grip Zechin, Tomy, and Brumm.

31 Large grouping of thirteen new diecast vehicles in original boxes/packages; NZG, Conrad, Winross, Joal, and Siku. Most
all appear to be new, many never removed C8-10. Boxes packages show moderate to little wear, some price stickers.

32 Large group of twenty-nine diecast toy vehicles in original boxes and packages. Most all appear to be new, many never
removed C8-10. Boxes packages mild wear to no wear, some price stickers. Ertl, Racing Champion, Hartoy, Brekina,
Grip Zechin, Retro Vitese, Tomy Pocket Cars,Tomica, Kovap, and a couple other foreign made. John Deere Thresher has
broken arm/part (sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

33 Modern Britains Petite Ltd. farm tractors in original boxes, C9-10. boxes show little wear. Two 8711 Ferguson TE 20
tractor and two 08716 David Brown 900 tractor.

34 Cox Army Command Jeep Hard Charger with No. 440 Race Car Kit. Jeep has a broken top/roof bracket and missing
windshield. Lot is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

35 Three Sears Radio Controlled military vehicles in original boxes, three diecast Burago metal model cars in original boxes,
Marx Shell truck bank in original box, Polistil diecast Land Rover in original box, C8-10. Boxes show little to mild wear,
some price stickers. Two other radio controlled vehicles included with battery damage, sold as is shown in our photos with
no returns.

36 Large grouping of lead diecast animals, plastic animals, steel animals, an onyx/marble frog, and others. Britains, J. Hill
Co., Made in Germany, France, England, others. Seal, frog, elk, bison/buffalo, elephants, goat, donkey, panda, tortoise,
bear, pelican, swordfish, and others. There appears to be a mix of vintage and modern lead. The vintage lead looks typical,
a piece or two looks fantastic, a piece or two definitely show their age, a piece or two have a missing leg/antler/etc. Overall
a nice grouping with some very nice pieces.

37 Nice large group of Britains diecast lead animals and accessories, plus other items. Most items are vintage, a couple are
modern. Some animals are composition material, some are lead. A limited and brief written description would include:
Lambs, ewes, ram, chickens, roosters, turkeys, Toms, goose, round hay stack/bale, square wheat stack/sheaves, water
troughs, chicken coops, hen houses, feed manger, fence sections, more. Items range from missing a leg (composition
sheep/typical) to C7 area. one box for 1728 hurdles, no wear, price sticker.

38 Very large and very nice grouping of sitters with some drivers and odd benches. Most are Britains or other
England/English pieces. Some benches are marked J. Hill Co. Some figures are marked England. Some figures are lead,
some are cast iron/steel, a couple are plastic. Included is a Britains No. 5026 original box for 2 aged villagers (man &
woman sitting) & log seat w/several figures and three logs. Lot ranges from missing arm to C8 area. There are several
farm women with articulated arm for churning? and a few farm? men with articulated arm, drivers?

39 Nice grouping of vintage Britains farm items, pigs, sows, boars, piglets, fence sections, trees, Quonset hut?, and an empty
No. 50?6 1 farmer, 1 dog, 1 pig, 1 sheep (walking) box. Items range C6 to C8 area. One tree is marked Lincoln Logs.

40 Hess gas station toy trucks. Eight trucks include Recreation Van with Dune Buggy and Motorcycle, Toy Truck and Racer,
Toy Tanker Truck, single level Toy Truck with Race Cars, bi level Toy Truck and Race Cars, 18 Wheeler and Racer,
Helicopter with Motorcycle and Cruiser, and Sport Utility Vehicle with Motor Cycles. Trucks are generally C8. Some
vehicles are loose from their packages.

41 Joal Caterpillar construction equipment. Fourteen pieces include 215 fork lift, 216 excavator, 214 wheel loader, 222
Tractor CAT 631, 219 scraper, 217 leveler, 213 track type loader, 220 chain tractor, 223 dump truck, 218 compactor, 253
CAT challenger, 226 grapple skidder, 253 CAT Challenger 265 tractor, 225 digging crane, 229 snow plow. Items are C7+
to C8+
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42 DG Productions Choptank Electric trucks in OBs. Ten trucks include 1999-1-1 GMC line truck, 10-K304-01 GMC smaller
line truck, D20-K501-01 tall line truck, 1997-1-1 GMC van, RB005 International truck, 1995-1-1 GMC line truck, 2001-1
International flat bed truck, RB005 International line truck, 1996-2-1 GMC line truck, 65-K105-01 dump truck. Trucks are
C7-8 with some shelf dust and one or two have some light yellowing on the booms.

43 Group of die cast and plastic vehicles. Includes two 1st Gear 4400 International trucks with Digger Derricks, 7712 Ertl
CAT truck, 2420 Ertl CAT truck, four plastic fuel tankers Shell, Texaco, Shell, and Exon, Spec Cast 50006 WIX delivery
sedan, 1930 Ertl Diamond T, Ertl 1955 True Value truck, Eastwood This Old Pickup set, Mitsubishi MG400, Ertl Horse
and Deliver bank, 1931 Ertl Hawkeye bank, and 1931 Delivery Truck Bank. Items are C7+ to C8+

44 Marx 1950’s Mobile Searchlight Truck Unit No. 14. Unit features operating searchlight and wheel driven motor sounds.
Truck has some minor spots of paint wear, but is complete. There are no major rust spots and the tires are in good
condition. Solid C7.

45 Large group of modern toy trucks. Highlights include Winross Pepsi and Dr. Pepper trucks, seven Ertl trucks, Cogi Shell
race hauler, three loose cast iron Ertl truck banks, Lionel tankers missing truck ends, and more. See photos for best
description.

46 Large group of Britains, J. Hill Co., and other makers, diecast lead, steel/cast iron, plastic, and other materials. Horse, colt,
mare, gelding, foal, Paint, Palomino, work/draft, pony, saddle/harness, etc. Group ranges from missing a leg/tail to C8-9.
Very nice lot of horses!.

47 Huge group of Britains, J. Hill Co., Dinky, Lincoln Logs, Benbros, England, France, etc. Most are farmer/worker figures
with some police, railroad, women, porters, conductors, hobo/bum, gentleman, sailor, fisherman, nurse, carts, rollers, lawn
reel mower, freight trucks, ash can, garbage/trash can, Express Dairy cart, , more. Some figures have a movable arm or
two movable arms. Three empty Britains boxes included, 5034, 5022, 5032. Condition ranges from missing arm/tool/etc.
to C7-8 area. Please view photos for the best description and as to the amount and variety included in group.

48 Huge grouping of diecast lead Britains, J. Hill Co., Lincoln Logs, and other makers, cows, bulls, calves, etc. Animals
range from missing a leg/tail to C9 area. A few animals are plastic. Very nice grouping farm animals.

49 Large group of diecast lead Britains and other makers, dogs, dog houses, rabbit hutches, and squirrel on tree. Dacshund,
Scotty, Greyhounds, Bulldogs, Collies, Saint Bernards, and one cat. Animals and houses look C7-8 range, one dog missing
a leg. Please view photos for the best description and as to the amounts and diversity of group.

50 Very nice grouping of Britains diecast lead fox hunting figures,, matching male and female mounted hunts with
dogs marked Germany, one mounted female rider is marked Made in USA, one female hunter w/dogs on base
is marked Austria, Manoil General Patton figure, Britains General Washington/Lafayette?, child on swing
marked Made in France, and a seated farmer figure. Group ranges from loose heads, one figure missing
whip?, C6-7 area. Nice interesting and varied grouping of figures.

51 Large grouping of Britains, LMC, Timpo Toys, F.G.T. & Sons, and probably others since many are unmarked, diecast lead
figures and accessory items. Very nice and varied grouping of interesting items. A brief written description would
include: foot bridge, smoke house?, “guess your”/vending weight machines, freight scales, Martin bird houses, telephone
poles, corn bin, freight/baggage cart, logs, beehive, anvils, forges, black smith figures, water well, other small items. Some
items have some original casting issues, some repainting, other normal condition issues. Otherwise one blacksmith is
missing most of the project he is working on, missing paint, etc. Group looks normal vintage played with C6 area with
some pieces maybe less, some pieces maybe better... Please view photos for the best description and as to the amount and
diversity of the items in this lot.

52 Nice sized lot of Britains, Charbens England, T & S of England, and possibly others. Diecast lead carts, milk floats, horse
drawn plow, wagons, horse drawn hay rakes, etc. Some missing pieces, parts, etc. one driver figure with
articulated/movable arm. 45 F. original box missing flaps included. Nice lot that is sold as it is shown in our photos with
no returns. Please view our photos for the best description of the items and for the amount and variety of this grouping.

53 Grouping of Britains diecast lead farm implements with one original 136F box. Group looks C6-8. Box is super square
and solid.
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54 Large grouping of Britains diecast farm toys and accessories, many in original boxes. Tractor, gang reel mower, three
point hitch hay forks, trailer, C6-7. Four 1715 metal feed manger, two 4703 2 shelters with animals, four 1728 metal
hurdles 1741 12 sacks, and 1742 6 hay bales, in original boxes, C9-10. Boxes/packages show little if any wear, couple
price stickers.

55 Group of classic construction toys. Includes Erector 7 1/2 set complete with manual and upper and lower insert appear
complete, Lionel 444 construction set that appears to be about 70% complete with manual, and about a 50% complete 8 1/2
all electric set. See photos for best description. C6 to lower C7.

56 Britains No. 5 F Home Farm Series, Farm Waggon in original box with wagon, horses, farmer. Wagon has flaking paint,
otherwise C6 area. Box is very square and solid.

57 Large group of diecast lead figures, Barclay, Lincoln Logs, Manoil?, others? Some figures are in original paint, some are
repainted. Please view our photographs for the best description and as to the amount and variety of this grouping. Group
is sold as it is shown in our photographs with no returns.

58 Group of Native Costume of Hungary, Native Costume of Early Colonial, Black Forest, and other composition figures,
most of which are marked Germany. One Lineol, couple JAPAN, and some wooden figures. Normal cracking/fatigue to
composition material, typical. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

59 Grouping of diecast lead, steel, cast iron, and one very tiny and very early baby doll. Some oxidation, some missing
pieces/parts, etc. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

60 Group of Ulrich diecast semi tractor and trailers, dump truck with trailer, and others. Trucks all appear to be assembled or
at least partially assembled. None appear to be damaged, some may be missing trim, etc. Group is sold as it is shown in
our photos with no returns. View photos for the best description and as to the amount and variety of items in this group.

61 Large group of toy soldiers and other figures made of plastic, lead, steel, cast iron, solid, hollow cast, etc. Barclay, Manoil,
Britains, Marx, Tim-Mee, and others. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns. View photos for the best
description and as to the amount and variety of items in this group.

62 Twelve Ulrich Model Kits semi tractors and trailers in original boxes. Some kits are built while others remain
unassembled. Boxes show little to very light wear. Trucks look C7-10.

63 Group of Authenticast lead cars, signs, military tans and other vehicles, some in original boxes. Group is sold as it is
shown in our photos with no returns.

64 Large group of lead, cast iron, steel, and plastic, cannons, howitzers, guard shacks, searchlights, etc. Astra-Pharo, Crescent
Toy, Solido, Manoil, Tootsietoy, Britains, and others. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns. View
photos for the best description and as to the amount and variety of items in this group.

65 Eight diecast Dinky Toys military vehicles, tanks, trucks, half-tracks, etc. Some repainting/touchups, oxidation, possibly
missing parts/pieces. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns. View photos for the best description and
as to the amount and variety of items in this group.

66 Thirty plus Dinky Toys diecast military vehicles, tanks, ambulances, personnel carriers, artillery, caissons, jeeps, etc. One
or two are repainted, oxidation, light rust on underside. Vehicles look C6-8.

67 Thirty plus Dinky Toys diecast military vehicles, tanks, ambulances, personnel carriers, artillery, caissons, jeeps, etc. One
or two are repainted, oxidation, light rust on underside. Vehicles look C6-8.

68 Eleven Solido diecast military vehicles, trucks, tanks, half-tracks, etc. Some oxidation, dust, etc. Toys should clean C6-7.
Some may be missing or have wrong trim.

69 Group of Britains, Corgi, Dinky, Crescent Toys, Lledo/Matchbox, RexToys, Tomy, Polistil, Benbros, and possibly others,
diecast military vehicles: tanks, trucks, artillery, ambulances, and more. Some light surface rust, some oxidation, etc.
Items look C6-8.
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70 Tonka, Revell, Model Toys, Gay, Ertl, Hubley, trucks, cars, VW, Bronco, Firetruck, Chevrolet 3100, Cement mixer, Jeep
Comanche J20, Heinz 57 Pontiac, etc. Rust, oxidation, missing parts, etc. Sold as is shown in our photos with NO returns.

71 Tru-Scale, Crescent Toy, Tootsietoy, Hubley, Ertl, and possibly others. Diecast, plastic, pressed steel tractors and
implements. Rust, oxidation, missing pieces/parts, etc. Sold as is shown in our photos with NO returns.

72 Tonka pressed steel Allied Moving semi tractor and trailer, earth scraper, dump truck and Linemar pressed steel A&P
delivery truck. Rust, missing parts/pieces, etc. Sold as is shown in our photos with NO returns.

73 Three Tonka pressed steel trucks and one trailer, rust, oxidation, missing parts/pieces, etc. Included are several cotton bale
loads. Sold as is shown in our photos with NO returns.

74 Vintage Tonka Jeepster. Has been spray painted red with over spray on wheels and seats. Good restoration candidate. C6.
75 Sixteen toy vehicles. Fifteen are Tootsie Toy, one Ambulance is not. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not
graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or
two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

76 Britains diecast lead soldiers on horseback and standing and squatting troops. Missing arms, heads, legs, bent legs, etc.
Sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

77 Corgi, Matchbox, Dinky fire trucks, car haulers, dump... and others. Dinky truck has some custom painting, otherwise
trucks look C6 area. Sold as is shown in our photos with NO returns.

78 First Gear diecast trucks, Blue Diamond dump truck, Martin Moving, Valley Asphalt semi tanker, and Lakeside Dairy.
Trucks have a very small spot of oxidation on tank, some heavy dust on dairy, missing trim on dump, etc.... Group looks
C6-8 area and will clean to look better overall. Group is still sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

79 Nice group of Dinky Toys diecast farm tractors and implements/machinery, with some loads. One tractor is missing driver.
Wheels on green carts are repro. Nice C6-8 lot.

80 Nice group of Dinky Toys diecast farm tractors and implements/machinery. Manure spreader, manure wagon, roller, other
carts and wagons, loose. Nice C6-8 lot. 308 Leyland 384 tractor in original box and 324 Hay Rake in original box, C8-9.
Boxes show light wear, price stickers.

81 Group of Conrad and NGZ diecast construction vehicles and fire trucks. Some dust, oxidation, missing trim/pieces.
Vehicles should clean to look C6-7. Sold as they are shown in our photos with NO returns.

82 Group of diecast trucks and bus, Joal, Lionel, Ertl, and other makers. Missing trim and parts, dirt/oxidation, etc. Group
looks C6-7.

83 Twenty-one Corgi diecast Corgi cars and trucks in original boxes/packages, C8-10. Most appear to have never been
removed. Boxes/packages show very little wear, one shows light wear.

84 Huge grouping of diecast construction vehicles, Gescha, Dinky, Shinsei Mini Power, Road Champs, Lit’l Toy, Hot Wheels,
Tomica, Schaper Stomper, Britains, Matchbox, and possibly others. Oxidation, heavy dust, missing pieces/trim, etc.
Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

85 Matchbox, Britains, Tootsietoy, Ertl, Dinky, Caravelle, and possibly others... airplanes and helicopters. Some missing
pieces and parts, touchups to paint, dust, etc. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

86 Large group of Lesney Matchbox diecast trucks and cars. Some oxidation on a couple cars/vehicles, some missing wheels,
and some touchups/repainting to a couple. Some vehicles look C7-8. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO
returns.

87 Group of Corgi, Solido, Kinsmart, and other makers, diecast toy trucks and cars. Missing/loose trim, dust, oxidation, etc.
Group looks C6-8, still sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.
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88 Large grouping of Tootsietoy diecast lead toy cars and trucks... Some are touched up, some are repainted, some appear to
be in original paint. Two missing windshields.

89 Group of Tootsietoy diecast lead semi trucks and trailers. Some Tootsietoy Dairy, some DOMACO, some Texaco. Some
pieces are touched up, some are repainted, some appear to have original paint, some tires are repro. Some repro loads...
Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

90 Large grouping of various reproduction diecast lead toy cars and trucks. These look like Tootsietoy, Barclay, Manoil and
similar.... None are marked, other than words and item numbers on sides. Group looks C6-8, nice grouping for a train
layout or a city diorama.

91 Group of Tootsietoy diecast lead trucks and a tractor. Some have touchups, some are repainted, some have repro tires,
some appear to have original paint. Sold as they are shown in our photos with NO returns.

92 Large group of Tootsietoy diecast trucks and cars, twenty-three total. Some are repainted, some have touchups, some
appear to have original paint, some reproduction tires.

93 Matchbox, Hornby, Lesney, Britains, Sentry Box, and possibly others, diecast signs, newsstands, garages, lifts, Coal/Coke
bin/bunker, tire holder, gas/petrol pumps, station hoards/milk cans?, station benches, and more. Empty Sentry Box Series
original box for 3 Ton Bedford Lorry Towing 25pdr., box only. Three A-1 Garage Pumps and Sign boxes, one with
Unused C9-10 contents. Two No. 4 Accessory Packs boxes, loose contents. This is a very clean and very nice grouping
with little wear, C6 to C7+.

94 Thirteen lithographed tinplate vehicles, most are Japanese friction, and others. Nine are Japanese friction marked Argo on
rear. These are all animated in some form; windows going up and down, windshield wipers wiping, gun shooting, meter
running, etc. Neat cars. Japan friction. Unmarked painted tinplate 30’s auto. Japan painted tinplate 20’s auto. Modern
lithographed tinplate sea plane Dornier 18, marked ZZ Germany.

95 Diecast Lesney Matchbox trucks and steam shovel with some original boxes. Two No. K-5 Racing Transporters missing
tires. Major Pack No. 4 steam shovel, No. 50 DAF Girder truck, No. 29 Fire Pumper Truck, and Models of Yesteryear
No. 4 Sand and Gravel Supplies Lorry, in original boxes. Vehicles range from transporters C6 area and 29 has some
oxidation C6 area to C8-9. Boxes show moderate wear to missing flaps.

96 Group of Lesney Matchbox plastic buildings and Build A Road set. No. BR-1 set looks to be complete and looks C8-10.
Three loose plastic buildings, two garages and a fire station, may or may not be complete and therefore they are sold as
they are shown in our photos with NO returns.

97 Group of horse drawn items, Britains wagon with Swiss herald, drivers and coachmen. Three Britains adjustable length
trailers. Made in England covered wagon. Manoil/Barclay? Grade A Milk wagon. Wend-Al Toys horse and horse drawn
sickle bar. Two composition cows included. Group looks C6 area with some casting issues to adjustable wagons, etc.
Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

98 Group of Tootsietoy diecast lead toy cars, trucks, race cars, fire trucks, tow truck, steam roller, travel trailer, and other
vehicles. Some are repainted, but few. Group overall looks C6-7 area. Sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

99 Huge group of Hubley, Tootsietoy, Dinky, Winross, Lone Star, Solido, Corgi, Matchbox, Marklin, Ralstoy, and others,
diecast toy cars and trucks. Some repainted, some touched up, some oxidation, some missing parts and pieces, etc. Entire
group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

100 Nice group of Tootsietoy diecast lead military vehicles and weapons. Some are repainted and some are in original paint.
101 Group of Lledo Models of Days Gone diecast toy vehicles, fifteen loose and two in original boxes. Loose toys should
clean to look C7-8. Boxes/packages show no wear.

102 Large grouping of various diecast toy vehicles, Rio, Brooklin Models, Solido, Ertl, Nostalgic Miniatures, Gescha, and
others. Cars and trucks look C6-8 area with some missing trim, dust, oxidation. Sold as lot is shown in our photos with
NO returns.
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103 Huge group of Matchbox diecast trucks, cars, busses, tractors, fire trucks, etc. Group has dust, missing trim, etc., still looks
C6-8. Sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

104 Huge group of Matchbox diecast trucks, cars, busses, tractors, fire trucks, etc. Group has dust, missing trim, oxidation,
etc., still looks C6-8. Sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns. One Y-13 1911 Daimler OB with very light wear
included, no torn or missing flaps.

105 Twenty-four Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, cars and trucks. Some are repainted, some appear to be in original paint.
Group looks C6-7, sold as they are shown in our photos with NO returns.

106 Group of twenty-nine Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, cars, trucks, jeep, ambulances, and other vehicles. Some are
repainted, some have touchups, some appear to be in original paint. Group looks C6-8. Group is sold as it is shown in our
photos with no returns.

107 Huge group of Dinky Toys diecast vehicles, cars, busses, semi tractor trailer, crane, fork lifts, steam rollers, 716 WestlandSikorsky S.51 helicopter in OB, and more. Some trailers are missing wheels, some oxidation, missing parts/trim, some
touchups some repaint, etc. Most of group looks C6-9. Sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

108 Group of diecast toy construction vehicles made by Matchbox, Corgi, Mercury Toy, Husky, Shinsei, and possibly others.
Some cranes have damaged or loose booms and rigging. Some oxidation, some missing trim, etc. Lot is sold as it is shown
in our photos with NO returns.

109 Group of Schuco and Busch diecast toy cars, some in original packages, C7 to C9-10.
110 Large group of diecast toy vehicles, trucks, cars, busses, etc. Corgi, Siku, Tomica, Solido, Sabra, Ertl, Lindeberg, Husky,
Budgie, Lesney, Monogram, E.F.E., and possibly others. Some missing pieces and parts, oxidation, dust, etc. Most of lot
looks C6-8. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

111 Group of diecast motorcycles, some with side cars. Matchbox, Maisto, Bandai, and others. Yamaha TX750, Kawasaki,
Mattel, Lesney No. 50... Missing trim and parts, dust, oxidation, etc. Some original packages, little to mild wear.

112 Nice group of diecast, hollow mold, slush cast toy cars, trucks, steam roller, etc. Soem are repainted, some may have
reproduction wheels, some appear to be in original paint. Cars overall look C6-8. Group is sold as it is shown in our
photos with NO returns.

113 Group of diecast and pressed steel toy vehicles, some in original packages, C6 to C9-10. Britains 4708 and 4709 Farm
Builder sets in OB, LV601 open sports car in OB, disc harrow, roller, Fordson tractor, empty WV/604 Fordson tractor box,
Musedozer No. 9535 in OB. Marx electric lightrucks in original package. Empty Marklin 8012 box.

114 Plastic Dinky Toys, Siku, and Ideal buildings, Service Station, Garage. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO
returns.

115 Grouping of beer advertising and more. Stroh’s plastic beer truck and surround. Miller Beer, January 1987 wooden beer
barrel paper weight. Five large hollow two piece wooden barrels. Fox Head 500, two Gettelman, and a Pabst miniature
glass beer bottles. Lot is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

116 Large grouping of various diecast trucks, cars, campers, and more. Tekno, CIJ France, Yonezawa, Siku, Lone Star, and
others. Trucks, cars, ambulance, fire trucks, camper trailers, and more. Boat is plastic. Most vehicles look C6 area.
Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

117 Small grouping with a nice amount of fence sections. Diecast Manoil sections, a few plastic/rubber Blue-Box Toys
sections, plastic/rubber Britains sections, and spot welded metal wire fence sections. Lot is sold as it is shown in our
photos with NO returns. Wire fence sections have a Zoo or Park look to them.

118 Group of mostly diecast lead/soft metal toys, some plastic, some cast iron, etc. Railroad signals, street signals, street signs,
and more. Most of group looks C6 area or slightly better. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.
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119 Large group of diecast and plastic road signs and street signs. Some look European. Group is sold as it is shown in our
photos with no returns.

120 Large grouping of mostly diecast Dinky Toys road signs and signals with two 756 double arm lamp standards in OB.
Group is very nice and clean with little wear, couple signs/signals are broken. Group looks C6 to C8. Sold as it is shown
in our photos with no returns.

121 Group of diecast signs, gas pumps, bus, etc. Tootsietoy gas pump, Greyhound bus, and gas pump. Authenticast signs.
Wee World series No. K 64 1/2 doz. Garage Signs in original box. Group of people, lamp posts, newsstand, etc. that may
or may not be HO or OO gauge compatible. Nice C6 grouping, Wee World signs look C9-10 and box shows a little very
light wear. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

122 Four Road Champs, one Racing Champs, three Corgi diecast toys. Toys are new, packages are ruined. Sold as they are
shown in our photos with NO returns.

123 Group of diecast toy semi tractors, trailers, and other delivery trucks. American Highway Legends AHL, Winross,
Matchbox, Ertl, Lionel, Shinsei Mini Power. Some missing pieces/trim, loose pieces, missing wheels, etc. Grouping is
sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

124 Nice large grouping of modern diecast and tinplate garage/service station type items for a layout/diorama with diecast toy
cars. Group looks C7 to C9-10. Sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

125 Three cast iron vehicles; Arcade cast iron No. 3 Fageol passenger/touring bus, approximately 8 inches long, nicely
restored. Cast iron Twin Coach city/passenger bus 5 inches long with steel wheels. Appears to be in original paint.
Unmarked except for Twin Coach. A.C. Williams cast iron Take-Apart roadster coupe convertible automobile. Car may
or may not be original paint. Tires have flats and cracks. Approximately 4-3/8 inches.
Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

126 Group of Gama, Corgi, and Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, some in original boxes/packages.
Dinky diecast toy vehicles, 286 Ford Transit Fire Appliance truck in original package. 285 Fire Service Merry Weather
Marquis Fire Tender truck with ladders. Dinky Toys Range Rover Fire Service truck. Dinky fire truck with ladder.
Trucks all appear to be in original condition with a little oxidation on ladders and such.
Corgi Major Toys 1109 Bristol Bloodhound Guided Missile on loading trolley in original box and a second trolley. One
missile with melted nose. One trailer has some paint splotching and other has some tire splits. Box shows some mild wear,
taped corner, fairly square and solid.
Gama 3546 Magirus Deutz DL 23-12 aerial ladder fire truck diecast toy truck, Made in Western Germany. Appears to be
in original paint and tires.
Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

127 Dinky Toys diecast cars, 24V Buick Roadmaster and 24K Simca Chambord in original paint, Simca has original tires with
flats and splits, and Austin Healey with windshield (cracked). Car has original paint. Tires don’t match. Group is sold as
it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

128 Group of cast iron and resin cast advertising pieces and such.
Child’s sad iron with handle, A-Best-O No. 602 Sad Iron, in original condition. Second is mostly cast iron with wooden
handle, unmarked. Large sad iron measures approximately 3-3/4 inches long across top of handle and is approximately 3
-2/4 inches tall.
Five Keen Foundry cast iron/steel puppy dog paperweights measuring approximately 1-5/8 inches tall. All appear to be in
original condition.
Batesville casket desk top paperweight modern heavy, decal on end. Metallic composition, cast white metal? Nonmagnetic, probably resin cast and painted. Measures approximately 5-1/4 inches long.
Group sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.
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129 Group of children’s toys, some in original boxes/packaging.
Strombecker Deluxe true scale Play Furniture 94-325 Bathroom, missing one piece.
CTW Sesame Street Ben Cooper Oscar the Grouch child’s Halloween costume, No. 713. Tiny Tot (3-5). All vinyl,
exclusive of ornamentation. Mask has an inch long crack/split at top, staples at one mount. Costume has some storage
grime, one small tear, mask has detached strap and no metal ends. Box lid has torn and missing cellophane, light wear.
Diecast lead Britains soldiers, some with moveable arms. Some lead soldiers that look like Chinese, some marked made in
Japan. Howitzer cannon is marked Japan. Some soldiers look repainted, some are damaged/missing parts.
Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

130 Group of mixed diecast cars and trucks, Manoil, Corgi, Tekno, Budgie, and Lone Star.
Diecast lead toy cars, Manoil No. 708 convertible coupe and lumber? truck. Original played with condition with original
tires and paint. Car measures approximately 4-3/4 inches long.
Corgi Toys E Type Jaguar silver/chrome diecast race car in original finish and tires. Light wear. No flats or splits.
Tekno Made in Denmark diecast toy Volkswagen Beetle, original paint and tires. Roof is repainted.
Corgi Toys diecast Chevrolet Corvette Sting Ray, 1963 split rear window (split has been removed). Original paint and
tires.
Diecast Corgi Juniors 007 Lotus Esprit futuristic automobile toy, original paint and tires.
Diecast Budgie Models No. 57 REA Express Parcel Delivery Van, original paint and tires, little wear.
Diecast Lone Star Tuf-Tots Citroen 1:86 number 2 race car with windshield and driver, original paint and tires. Race car
with tow hitch?.
Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with NO returns.

131 Two Matchbox Models of Yesteryear display cases full of cars, cases are dated 1969. Cars should clean C7 to C9-10. Y-8,
Y-14 , No. 15, No. 11, No. 10, Y-6 & Y-7, No. 2, Y-8, Y-1, Y-13, Y-6, Y-13, Y-8, Y-2, Y-13, Y-12 in one case, Y-13, Y
-7, Y-14, Y-7, Y-14, Y14, Y-14, Y-13, Y-11, No. 16, No. 6101, Y-15, Y-15, No. 10, Y-5, Y-5 in other case. One case
includes original string tag.

132 Model Power postage stamp, 1/100 scale historically accurate WWII type planes from all different nations. Lot includes
stock #’s 5331, 5335-1, 5340-1, 5342-2, 5347, 5350-1, 5351, 5352, 5354, 5354-1, 5355, 5356, 5359, 5361-1, 5362, 5364,
5365-1, 5393, 5395 and 5398-1. Each package is like new and unopened.

133 Model Power postage stamp, 1/100 scale historically accurate WWII type planes from all different nations. Lot includes
stock #’s 5332, 5334, 5336-1, 5339, 5343-1, 5349, 5349-1, 5357-1, 5376-1, 5405, 5407, 5431, 5435, 5439 and 5821 which
is from the Airline Collection and not a WWII plane. Each package is like new and unopened.

134 Model Power postage stamp, 1/100 scale historically accurate WWII type planes from all different nations. Lot includes
stock #’s 5333, 5388, 5388-1, 5401, 5401-1, 5402, 5402-1, 5403, 5403-1, 5408, 5410 and 5558. All packages are like new
and unopened.

135 Three old pressed steel Wyandotte airplanes in played with condition with paint loss and surface rust. The defense bomber
is missing the bombs but still has the hooks intact to hold them. the decal is complete on one wing and half gone on the
other. The two smaller planes have a lot of wear and one is missing two wheels and the rear stabilizer. Lot is sold as
shown in photos.

136 Plane has paint chipping as well as surface rust and dust. Decals are almost complete on both sides and the plane has all of
its wheels and propellers.

137 Six Matchbox National Aviation Hall of Fame collection lot including: Lockheed P-38 Lightning / Robin Olds, North
American P-51D Mustang /John C. Meyer, Grumman F6F-5 Hellcat / David McCampbell, Supermarine Mk1a Spitfire /
William Dunn, Curtiss P-40E warhawk / Claire Lee Chennault and Chance Vought F4U-1A Corsair / Marion carl. All
planes are mint in like new boxes that have never been opened.
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138 Three Matchbox National Aviation Hall of Fame collection lot including: Lockheed P-38 Lightning / Robin Olds, two
Grumman F6F-5 Hellcat / David McCampbell. The lot also includes eight other Matchbox collection airplanes including:
Messerschmitt Bf 109G, Focke-Wulf Fw 190, Mitsubishi A6M5 Zero, Supermarine Mk II Spitfire, P-40E Warhawk,
Republic P-470 Thunderbolt, North American P-51D Mustang and Second Lieutenant Frank luke Jr SPAD XIII. All planes
are mint in like new boxes that have never been opened.

139 21st Century Toys Classic Aircraft lot of 9 packages containing 12 total aircraft including: four F6F-3/5 Hellcat, A6M3
Zero type 22, A6M2 Zero Type 11/21 in single packs as well as two packs including SBD Dauntless / A6M2 Zero Type
11/21, P-51d Mustang / Messerschmitt Me-262A and F6F-3/5 Hellcat / Nakajima Ki-84 Hayate. All packages are
unopened and like new to slightly crushed.

140 This plane has some rust on one wheel as well as a bit of rust on one of the guns as well as minor scratches and paint loss.
Needs new flints for the sparking action.

141 Fantastic condition with little to no paint wear but there are a few small scratches. The lithos are very bright with vintage
period graphics. Toy graded conservatively at C-7.

142 19 unopened packages of various aircraft from the 20th century. Lot includes:
Ertl -Force One F-16 Falcon, Force One F-14 Tomcat, Stealth F-19 and Jet tran DC-9 Series 30.
Corgi- Battle of Britain Spitfire 49001, Pioneers of Flight Kitty Hawk & Spirit of St. Louis, Fighter Scramble
Messerschmitt & P-38, Fighting Machines B-25, B-52 and Japanese Zero.
Zee- WW II Fighters action gift set, Super Dyna-Flites Stealth fighter and bomber.
Matchbox- Cadbury Crunchie Flying Circus.
Micro Machines- National Geographic #4 Space Pioneers & #5 Wings of World War II.
Road Champs- B-29 Superfortress and Douglas C-47.
All packages are unopened but range from like new to very good in condition.

143 Big lot of collectible tin toys made in China. Lot to include :
Schylling- Zeppelin, Horse Race, two Mechanical Delivery Trucks (Lucky Lindy Cream Soda & Homerun Chewing
Gum), Rail Zeppelin and Felix the Cat Speedboat.
Kovap- Cableway and Autobus.
Unmarked- two Standard Friction Sedans, two Training Planes (one with no box), Motorcycle with Sidecar, Friction
Sedan, Pop-Pop Boat, wind-up Airplane and cars tin toy (no box) and Friction Volkswagen.
All toys are like new in original boxes and have never been played with but may have been displayed.

144 Lot of nine Chinese made tin toys to include:
Unmarked set of 4 miniature biplanes, St. john Shanghai Biplane Fighter, Three Avion friction airplanes, Schylling
Explorer wind-up sea plane, Gearbox 1/5000 Sopwith camel, Xonex 1/3 scale Model Spitfire and wind-up Elephant on
Trike with ball (no box).
All toys are like new with nice boxes.

145 Mint in box paya reproduction 1927 Seaplane. Reissue #2720 of 5000. Includes color catalog of the reproductions offered
by paya. Box and paperwork included are mint.

146 Super nice plane with a wingspan of 24 1/2 inches and fuselage is 20 1/4 inches long. Great shape with minor scratches
from careful play. Graded conservatively C-6.

147 Nice old Linemar battery operated American Airlines DC 7 with average play wear including minor dents, paint loss and
scratches. Clean battery compartment and no broken propellers but the rear rubber wheels have some dry rot. It has not
been tested to see if it will operate. Graded C-5 overall.
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148 Japan tin TWA jet in nice shape with minor scratches and some paint discoloration next to ON/OFF switch. It takes
batteries to possibly illuminate lights but it may actually have an electric motor. Also included is a Son Ai Toys F-14A
Tomcat tin battery operated jet in excellent condition in a damaged original box.

149 Large lot of modern diecast cars and trucks ranging from 1/64 scale up to 1/43. Lot includes:
20 MOC Hot Wheels from late 1990’s to early 2000’s.
6 MOC modern era Johnny Lightning cars from the early 2000’s.
3 MIB Elicor vintage vehicles.
3 MIB Solido vintage vehicles
7 various MOC cars from Matchbox, Racing Champions, Winners Circle, Corgi and Muscle Machines.
Lot also includes 16 loose die cast cars from various modern manufacturers. Most blister cards are warped or creased but a
few are nice.

150 Lot includes Schylling Tin Speedboat x 3, New York Express, chrome plated Streamliner three-car train, and Aluminum
Airship. Also includes Chinese made Duck on Bike, Double Decker Bus, Elephant on Bike, Xonex Spacebus, Tin
Climbing Monkey and GORT a tin windup robot toy. All are like new in nice original boxes.

151 Lot includes paya Red Racer #2, European Street Trolley Green, Santa Fe Francisco cable Car wind up, Taxi Red Classic
1929, Motorcycle with Side Car, Double Decker General Onmibus and Tin Limousine. Other toys made by other
manufacturers include Curtiss Tin Biplane with detached wheels, Dunlop-Cord Motorcycle, Skyexpress tin Rocket,
Melbourne City Circle Tram, Champion Midget Racer #5, Champion’s Midget Racer #8, friction passenger Plane, Avion
Airplane, tin spinning airplanes toy (no box) and Kovap Hawkey 1924 Type C and Hawkey type E Feuerwehr 1924. All
toys are in very good to like new condition with nice original boxes. Some were never removed and some have dust from
being displayed.

152 Reproduction pressed steel Little Jim Playthings airplane. The plane does have some paint issues on the top of the wing
and on one wheel. The decals look nice too. The plane is 21 1/2 inches long with a 22 /34 inch wing span.

153 This plane has been repainted and looks really nice with an original propeller but attached with newer hardware. There are
a couple small dents in the wing but it displays very nicely and the decals look really nice. The plane is 22 inches long
with a 22 1/2 inch wing span.

154 Mint in box Japanese Zero fighter by Leadworks, made in japan. Box is in great shape as well.
155 Nine vintage 1:72 scale, made in Italy, Edison Air Line H.F. biplanes in original plastic cases. The lot includes Ansaldo A.
1 “Balilla” 1917, Aviatik D.I “Berg” 1917 (broken wheel), Ansaldo Sopwith “Baby” 1916, two- Hansa Brandengurg D. I
1916, R.A.F. S.E. 5a 1917, Spad S XIII 1917, Maachi Nieuport 11 “Bebe” 1916 and Maachi-castoldi M.C. 1932. All of
the planes appear to be in excellent to like new unless otherwise noted.

156 Four Enesco Vintage Airlines cast iron replica airplanes in original boxes. Includes two small fighter airplanes, one larger
fighter airplane and a sea gull airplane. All are like new in original box.

157 All original plane with some scratches and paint loss as seen in the pictures. The rear wheel is missing as well as the
mechanism in the cockpit to turn the propeller. The decals are all original and one side has a wavy decal as seen in
pictures. 21 1/2” long x 22 1/2” wing span.

158 All original with no missing parts unless you are considering the light bulbs on the front of the wings. This one was set up
with lights and an open battery compartment. There are signs of play wear with scratches and missing paint along with
very minor surface rust but appears to retain all of the decals. 21 1/2 “ long with 21 1/2” wing span.

159 All original with scratches, paint wear and minor surface rust as seen. Most of the decals are flaking but the two on the tail
are very nice. The spring is missing that turns the propeller but otherwise complete. 24 1/2” long x 23 3/4” wing span.

160 Tin lithographed clockwork airplane marked Made in Germany, unknown manufacturer. Plane has a removable wing and
is equipped with battery operated lights (not sure where the battery goes). The clockwork mechanism is damaged and does
not work. The lithographs are slightly faded but still a very nice airplane. 15 1/2” long x 16 1/4” wing span.
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161 Tin lithographed with minor scratches and blemishes but no missing parts. One of the drive springs for a propeller is
broken but the other three work nicely. 14 1/2” long x 19 1/4” wing span.

162 Tin lithographed with minor scratches and blemishes. The front and rear wheels and mounts are missing and the friction
mechanisms don’t work very well or will need some maintenance before they do. 14 1/2” long x 19 1/4” wing span.

163 Tin clockwork airplane missing propeller with broken mechanism. The stamped paint over what seems to be a galvanized
finished looks nice but there is surface rust on top and underneath but all original. The plane measures 12 3/4” long with a
13” wing span.

164 All three planes are complete but the wheels have issues on the two larger planes with dry rot and small chunks missing
from the center so that the wheels do not stand vertical. All three have play wear including missing paint, small scratches
and minor surface rust. large planes are 9 3/4’ long with a 12 3/4” wing span. Smaller plane is 7” long with a 9 1/2” wing
span.

165 Both airplanes exhibit play wear and paint loss as well as surface rust. Both are complete with all propellers and wooden
wheels. 9” long with a 13” wing span.

166 Both planes are complete but the small red plane has been repainted. The larger plane has some paint wear but no rust and
is very clean. Small plane is 6” long with an 8 1/2” wing span, larger plane is 7 3/4” long with a 10 3/8” wing span.

167 Lot of two pressed steel and one tin toy airplane. The large plane is faintly marked “The Airliner” on both sides of the
fuselage. It appears to be complete with original paint and had surface rust buffed off of the belly. The other two are
missing parts and paint but may have parts that could be used. The large plane is 10 1/4” long with a 14 1/2” wing span.

168 Marx Strato Airlines Stratoliner with nice lithographs with very minor play wear or litho loss. Both friction propellers
work perfectly. The plane is 13 1/2” long with an 18 1/4” wing span.

169 Early version of a popular Marx toy. Unfortunately, there is a small area of repainting on the left side directly on the
number 47. It appears that about half of the 7 and part of the 4 were repainted. it was done nicely but is obvious to the
discerning eye. there are small scratches and paint wear with a few small spots of surface rust. Clockwork works properly
but isn’t very strong.

170 Repainted but original parts although red cockpit is very likely a modern add-on. Missing the wire spring that turns the
propeller. There are a few minor dents but really nice otherwise. Plane is 23 3/4” long with a 26 1/2” wing span.

171 Plane is all original but missing wiring to the battery operated lights on the wings. Considerable fading to paint on wings
and heavy scratches as seen with mainly intact decals. There are a few small dents but overall very structurally sound.
Plane measures 21 1/4” long with a 21 1/2” wing span.

172 Brass Tag Toys of Huntsville, AL with serial number 0112 underneath. Toy is basically mint and unplayed with but was
displayed and will need some cleaning but no wear otherwise. Plane is 24” long with a 22 1/2” wing span.

173 Nice all original tin wind-up with fantastic lithographed wing and pilot. Minor play wear, a few scratches and a couple
minor bent edges but overall a really nice old toy. Plane is 8” long with a 6 7/8” wing span.

174 Plane is all original and appears to be complete. Lots of paint wear with minor surface rust but lithographed tail section is
nice. Plane is 19” long with an 18” wing span.

175 Plane has many scratches and paint loss but is free of dents and has no missing parts. Plane is 12 1/4” long with an 18”
wing span.

176 Nice all original airplane with some scratches and paint loss as seen. Missing whatever drive band was used to turn the
three propellers. There is considerable surface rust on the tail but still readable. Plane is 17 1/2” long with a 21 3/4” wing
span.

177 Ertl plane is mint in box, never removed. Hubley planes are from three different eras. Newest plane was likely repainted
and is the exact same mold design as the Ertl plane. The next older one is missing the canopy with a lot of paint wear.
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178 Fantastically restored with no missing parts. Bright, shiny and beautiful!
179 Missing original hardware that attached the wing to the body but they are wired together. There is average paint wear and
scratches from play as seen. decals are mostly there but one side has quite a bit scratched off. Plane is 22” long with a 27
3/4” wing span.

180 Super nice plane with very little play wear at all and only a tiny bit of paint loss. Both decals are perfect, it just has some
dust on it and it’s ready to display. The props may have a small bends in the blades but this looks really nice overall,
complete with wooden wheels. Plane is 19 1/4” long with a 26 3/4” wing span.

181 Plane has many scratches and considerable paint loss from wing and appears to be missing most of the mechanical
propeller related components. It appears to be all original but may have some replacement nuts and bolts. The decals on
the main wing are almost gone but the rest of the decals are nice wit minor to moderate wear. The plane is 21 1/” long with
a 22 1/2” wing span.

182 All original plane with some paint loss and scratches as seen but fairly nice overall. The drive band is missing but
everything else is present. The decals are all there with minor to moderate wear on each one. The plane is 24” long with a
22 1/2” wing span.

183 Clean airplane with some scratches from play wear but really nice overall with all original parts and beautiful decals that
have some wear but not much. Drive band is missing but all other parts are accounted for. The plane is 22” long with a 22
3/4” wing span.

184 This airplane is missing the entire propeller assembly but seems to have all other parts besides a drive band and a nut/bolt
for the wing. There is moderate surface wear and some pitting as well as a few areas of old touchup paint. The decals are
generally complete with some fading and cracking apparent. Plane is 20 3/4” long with a 22 1/2” wing span.

185 Nice vintage tin airplane with some scratches, paint loss and minor surface rust. Parts are all original except for missing
drive band and likely a couple nuts and bolts. The plane is 22 3/4” long with a 19 1/2” wing span.

186 All original airplane with missing mechanical parts a well as a bolt/nut pair for the wing. Missing paint from play wear as
seen and decals are all present but all have moderate wear as well. Plane is 22” long with a 22 3/4” wing span.

187 Airplane is all original with only a missing drive band. Moderate to heavy paint loss from fuselage as well as flaking and
surface rust on the propellers. decals are all present but with moderate wear on all of them. Very heavy toy. Plane is 24”
long with a 26 1/2” wing span.

188 Unknown manufacture made of heavy gauge pressed tin, not steel. It is sturdy but nowhere close to the Steelcraft items.
Airplane is all original but missing drive band. There are scratches as seen as well as small dings and dents but a nice
looking piece overall. Plane is 21” long with a 22” wing span.

189 Nice looking airplane with almost all original parts with the exception of the drive band, upper drive band rubber parts and
the decals. Nice looking paint with some scratches and flakes but it was repainted at some point along the line. The wing
appears to be all original paint but with new decals. The wheels were repainted at some time as well. Plane is 22” long
with a 22 1/2” wing span.

190 Original airplane with replacement drive band, upper rubber parts for drive and possibly the propeller. The paint looks nice
but there are couple small scratches and a chip. Decals are in great shape. Plane is 22” long with a 22 3/4” wing span.

191 Presumably a reproduction but no markings or indication thereof. The paint is all new with a sticker on each side but nice
decals on the tail. The body is free of dents and the chrome propeller is like new. The nut is missing from the front to hold
the propeller on and the wheels are split and just held in place by the “fenders”. Plane is devoid of any type of drive
mechanism or rubber. Plane is 21” long with a 21” wing span.

192 Vintage airplane kit with missing paint from rubbing and handling but a nice looking plane with all vintage parts. Plane is
11” long with a 14 1/4” wing span.
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193 Nice built up vintage set that appears to be complete but could be missing a nut and bolt. Minimal paint wear. Plane is 8
1/2” long with an 11 1/2” wing span.

194 Fantastic condition with minor scratches from light play wear and all original parts with a working propeller mechanism.
Plane is 9 1/2” long with a 12 3/4” wing span.

195 Unknown manufacturer on the plane. Both have play wear but display well. The small plane is a heavy gauge pressed
steel and is 7” long with a 10” wing span. The larger plane has a friction motor that is not working and is a lighter gauge
pressed steel. It is all original but may be missing a pilot. The larger plane is 13 1/4” long with a 13” wing span.

196 Two HTC tin fiction airplanes in nice shape and one KA tin friction airplane. All three are made in Japan and in very nice
shape with great lithographs.

197 Plane has a few small scratches and a couple larger rubs on one wing but displays nicely. The windup does work to some
extent but not properly.

198 Small gee Bee airplane with Pegasus on both sides nice lithos but large scratch on the back of the wing next to the cockpit.
marked E T Co. underneath. The other plane looks very old and is missing several parts. Both are wind-up but neither
plane works.

199 F 80 is made by Cragstan and in great shape with a perfectly functional friction mechanism and very little wear. Hurricane
A-25 is made by Usagiya and has little wear at all and a nicely functioning mechanism. Larger plane is 7” long with a 7
1/4” wing span.

200 Very nice plane with a few small rubs and scratches but really nice litho. Clockwork does not work but appears that it
should be an easy fix. Very clean plane. 6 3/4” long with an 8” wing span.

201 Fantastic condition with no play wear and a nice original box with some surface creases.
202 Fantastic Rocket Shooting Fighter with very minor play wear and a few small rubs. Friction mechanism works nicely and
toy displays very nicely.

203 Very nice shape with minor play wear and rubs and a small paint touch up on belly but the nose is missing. The clear red
cover to the “spark chamber” has a small crack. Friction mechanism works perfectly but needs a new flint to create
sparking action. Jet measures 18” long with a 10 1/2” wing span.

204 Lot includes Technofix GE 270 futuristic plane with a broken and missing propeller blade but very nice otherwise with a
broken mechanism, Marx SV-3 jet with little play wear and a perfectly operable mechanism and two Made in Japan Navy
VF-24 delta wing jets in very nice shape, both work but do not roll very far.

205 Plane is in great shape with minor play wear and no missing parts except for the key. Operability is unknown but it would
cause the plane to roll forward and all four propellers to turn. Unknown manufacturer. Plane is 8” long with a 10” wing
span.

206 Lot includes six small tin friction jet airplanes made in Japan. Largest plane is 7 3/4” long and the shortest is 3 1/4” long.
Nice condition overall and all of the work to some degree.

207 Five pieces including two helicopters have friction mechanisms of which four work, one is locked up. The last one is
simply a tin lithographed airplane only marked Over Seas Air Line with N-105 on one wing. All have minor play wear and
display very nicely. They longest plane is 4” long with a 5 1/4” wing span.

208 Nice pressed steel airplane with nice looking decals all around. Aluminum cylinders are reproduction and do not screw in,
one is loose. Plane is 6 3/4” long with a 10” wing span.

209 Hangar has a few issues including many scratches and paint loss as well as front decal being nearly gone. The doors do not
stay shut due to missing parts and the catapult springs appear to be replacements but it works with what is here. The
monocoupe is missing one decal entirely and the others have moderate to major wear. the cylinders are copper in color and
likely reproduction. Hangar measures 12 x 8 6 inches and the plane is 6 3/4” long with a 10” wing span.
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210 Airplane appears to be an original although the body is free of any damage or dents and the hardware holding to wing on
consists of allen head screws. The engine “cylinders are dented and bent a little but that appears to be recent damage.
Unsure of originality of parts, must inspect.

211 Airplane appears to be an old repainted original with some unoriginal parts. Propeller and propeller shaft are not original
and the tires, although dry rotted and cracking, may not be original. they are marked “Dunlop Trials Universal”. There are
a few tiny dents and some pitting in the fuselage that gives indications of originality. There is an eye bolt attached to the
top for purposes of hanging from a ceiling. Plane is 23” long with a 26 1/2” wing span.

212 Fantastic near mint toy with minor wear from handling. Box bottom is creased a bit but the box top is still nice with great
graphics.

213 Lot includes Western Germany tin lithographed airplanes spinning around a globe . Toy is in nice shape with some litho
rubs and measures 13 1/2” from outside wing tip to tip. Also includes Chein pontoon wind up plane in nice shape but
wind-up mechanism does not work.

214 Group of four Hubley and Arcade cast iron airplanes including Air Ford, United Boeing, Lindy and an unmarked plane
with 9 197 on the underside of the body section just adjacent to where the wing rests. It looks like a spitfire to me but that
is probably too modern a plane for this to be copying. All four have paint loss as seen. The unmarked plane and the
Boeing have nice white rubber tires.

215 Group of seven small Tootsietoy, Erie, Barclay / Manoil toy airplanes. US Army Boeing red Erie has two broken and
missing prop blades from same prop, everything else has little to moderate paint wear but no broken or damages planes.
The red w/ silver wings is made of pressed steel and diecast while the plain white plane is made of thin gauge pressed steel.
Planes range from 2 1/2” to 4” long.

216 Five nice looking airplanes including one Hubley USN 3-B-4 with retractable landing gear, two Tootsietoy TWA NC101Y
liners and two Tootsietoy EAL NC 1011 passenger craft. The small white wheels on the two smallest planes are very
rough and worn. All of the propellers on every plane are complete with no damage.

217 Group includes a nice Tootsietoy Airport Hangar with nice lithographs and some small scratches and minor paint wear as
well as some minor creasing here and there. The planes include a nice F-86 Sabre, decent F40 Sky Ray, paint worn U.S.
Navy #713 and a nice pontoon seaplane. There are no broken, damaged or missing parts from any plane.

218 Both planes are in fantastic original condition with very minor paint wear from handling, never played with. The planes
are 4” long with 4 1/2” wing span and 3” long with 2 7/8” wing span.

219 Nice shape with very minor paint loss and some old tape residue on the top. Cloth belt is stained on one side but when
rotated, the opposite side is in nice shape. All original paint and decals, very nice.

220 Incredible new old stock toy in original box with inspection slip. Toy is bright and shiny with fantastic paint and no play
wear at all. There are two small box rubs on the top of the toy. The box has some shelf wear but is in fantastic condition
otherwise.

221 Gorgeous pair of implements with no play wear and no paint loss, stunning condition.
222 Stunning new old stock example in a beautiful box that has a turned up edge on one end flap and a small puncture on one
side.

223 Toy has signs of play wear with paint loss and some minor surface rust but perfect decals and good rubber on the tires and
belt.

224 Stunning new old stock example with no play wear. This version has long yellow decals along the side with John Deere in
green. There are two tiny paint rubs, one on each rear wheel but otherwise perfect. The box is sunken in on the top from
years of just sitting. There is a puncture in the top of the box as well as several creases here and there but no missing or
torn end flaps on a very solid box.
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225 Very nice example with some paint loss around the trailer hitch area s well as a miniscule scratch on the hood. There is
still some green original paint dried to the front wheels. Both decals are beautiful as seen in the pictures. The box is
missing two flaps from one end and the third is detached. There are creases, punctures and edge fraying on the original
box that is still pretty solid.

226 Nice all original wagon with some minor paint loss but does not appear to have ever been played with. Box is slightly
sunken in on top and there are a few small creases on the sides and bottom but very solid otherwise with no missing flaps.

227 Very nice crawler with minimal paint wear here and there and nice original tracks that are dusty but pliable. The box is
slightly sunken in on top from years of sitting and “Drilled for Blade” is written on one side and there are three punctures
in the bottom but there are no missing flaps and the box is very solid with great color.

228 Fantastic spreader with two minor factory paint flaws, one on one side and one on the front but virtually new and never
played with otherwise. Box has some shelf wear and a small corner tear on one long side but is still solid with great
graphics.

229 Lot includes undetermined era Model D heavy die cast tractor with a lot of missing paint and a missing steering wheel,
1970’s 4 bottom plow and drag disc both played with but in nice shape and a Slik hay sickel mower.

230 Set of eight tractors all mint and never played with in very nice individual boxes. The set box has some water stains on the
bottom and top as seen. The set includes 1892 Froelich, 1914 waterloo boy, 1923 JD Model D, 1939 JD Model A, 1952 JD
Model 60, 1958 JD 730 Row Crop, 1960 JD 4010 Row Crop and 1972 JD Sound Idea Tractors.

231 Tractor is mint in a nice box that has a tear on one end flap but nice overall.
232 Includes 1/16 Case #1 Steam Engine FF-0208 mint in box and Minneapolis Moline 1/16 and 1/64 FF-0209 Tractor set mint
in box. Both have dust from storage but have never been removed.

233 No box but in like new condition with no wear at all, displayed only.
234 Tractor appears to be complete but the wheels are loose on the rims and have glue residue on all of them. The steel plow
must be exceedingly rare and is in great shape with “Dearborn Equipment”decals on both sides. One of the fenders is also
very loose but unbroken and all of the other small parts are here and in great shape. The linkage that holds the plow on has
partial fallen off as well but overall a really hard to find toy in any condition. Toy is dusty but should clean up with
diligent effort.

235 Group of mostly modern Ertl and Matchbox die cast toy tractors and implements in played with condition, some even have
dirt on their wheels.

236 Nice lot of older cars and two car haulers. Several cars are repainted and a few have replacement tires but overall a really
nice lot of vintage cars.

237 Four Tootsietoy and four manoil die cast vehicles in nice shape. The Tootsietoy vehicles appear to be all original but two
of the four Manoil cars appear to have been repainted.

238 Five large and five medium sized Tootsietoy cars and trucks as well as 18 smaller Tootsietoy and Midgetoy die cast cars
and trucks. Condition ranges from nice to rough with the majority being somewhere in between.

239 Twenty seven total separate pieces in this lot including a car carrier with two automobiles and several other various
vehicles. Some are nice and others are missing a lot of paint and one appears to have been repainted or restored. None of
them have any broken or missing pieces.

240 Ten total cast iron toys of which three are at least repainted and possibly reproduction. the other seven are in nice shape
with much or most of their original paint.

241 Group of six nice vehicles, all original with nice paint and white rubber tires. They are all approximately 3 7/8” long and
are made of three separate cast iron pieces as well as the axles and tires.
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242 Group of two boxed Schuco Micro Racers and one loose one as well as a schuco Piccolo Mercedes 1936 replica and a
Dinky Toys Maserati. All are in nice shape and three of the four wind ups work. One racer has minor paint wear while the
rest of the items are in very nice shape with minimal to no wear or use.

243 Lot includes 7 hot wheels (4 redlines), 8 Tomica, 1 Aurora, 1 Matchbox, 1 AFX Slot Car and 10 other unmarked vehicles
ranging from fantastic to rough condition with the majority being nicer than worse.

244 Small version pressed steel sedan with airflow trailer. Nice original paint but reproduction white rubber tires. Overall 11”
in length.

245 Nice old toy with what appears to be all original paint and parts. 7 1/2” long and 5 1/2” tall.
246 Nice old toy with all original parts and paint including a partial decal on the drivers side door. There is some paint wear as
seen but overall a great display piece.

247 This car appears to be all original but has a missing crank to the clockwork mechanism, smashed flat hood ornament and
two missing wheel hubs. One of the headlights is broken but the bulb should be replaceable. The tires are in decent shape
and three of the four clearly read Kingsbury Toys Keene, N.H. U.S.A.

248 Very nice looking toy with what appears to be a repainted body, interior and frame but the parts all appear to be all original
and the tires are original with cracking but they are still solid and complete with nice looking hubs. The wind-up
mechanism does not work at all, there is no pressure when turned so there is likely a broken spring inside.

249 Car is in nice shape but the frame or chassis has been repainted and the tires are all replacements. There appears to be a
missing license plate on the back and there is one on the front that likely does not belong there (which can be removed with
ease). The windup mechanism does work but will not propel the car. The rumble seat is slightly pushed in but should pop
up with the right help.

250 Vintage car in nice shape but missing both figures as well as the wind up key. Car has all original trim and nice paint with
some small scratches from play wear.

251 The car and trailer are in great condition structurally but have paint wear and scratches as seen in the pictures. All six
wheels are replacements, four on the car and two on the trailer.

252 Nice looking truck with all original parts and paint and a spring loaded dump bed that works great. Two of the tires have
flat spots on them and the rims are all wood.

253 All three vehicles are all original but have paint loss from play as seen in the pictures. The ambulance is missing the decals
from both sides. The delivery trucks have plastic wheels and the ambulance has wooden wheels. The delivery trucks are
10 5/8” long and the ambulance is 11 1/4” long.

254 Truck / ambulance is all original with paint wear and scratches but has legible “Medical Corps” on both sides. Rear door
opens and closes and the wheels are made of wood. Measures 12 1/4” long.

255 Very nice condition with all original parts, paint and decals. There are some light paint rubs and very small scratches but
overall a very nice display piece. The toy is 11 1/4” long.

256 The car and trailer are both in great shape with all original parts and paint. there is some paint wear as expected but the set
retains over 95% of the original paint. The wheels are made of wood and the set is really clean but does have some minor
surface rust underneath the trailer.

257 All three vehicles appear to be all original with minor paint wear and nice looking white rubber tires that do exhibit some
wear and age cracking / deterioration. The two trucks are right around 7” long and the car is 6” long.

258 This car has been repainted and has replacement rubber tires but looks really nice. The wiring is all gone as well as
whatever battery compartment used to be there. The car is 9 1/4” long.
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259 Group includes four various vehicles, all with paint loss and scratches. The brown truck was repainted at some point and
received some reproduction white rubber tires. The greenish gray truck has wooden wheels and steel rims. the blue car has
black plastic wheels and the red car has very old and hardened rubber tires with missing material.

260 Five cars in all, all original and in nice shape with minor to moderate paint wear as seen. All of them have wooden wheels,
the small red car is missing a rear wheel.

261 Nice condition but very likely a total repaint. There are some faint dents in the doors from the inside and the axles appear
to have been removed. The wheels are original and in great shape and the clockwork mechanism works nicely. Set is 23
1/2” long.

262 Truck is all original and in nice shape with scratches and paint wear as seen. Dump spring is very strong, wheels are made
of wood with some original paint remaining.

263 Truck is in very nice shape with minimal paint wear and nice wooden wheels. The truck appears to be all original with
original paint as well. The spring loaded dump bed works perfectly.

264 Both vehicles have considerable paint loss and scratches but are structurally sound and all original. Both were originally
equipped to have battery operated lights but both are missing parts for that operation to happen, namely the wiring and
sockets for the lamps to go into. The sedan has hard rubber tires and the racer has original white tires with many cracks but
they are solid.

265 Three old pressed steel trucks including a Willys Jeep, pickup truck with modifications including later flare bed added as
well as Ertl wheels and and old semi tractor with rubber tires and wooden rims but missing the trailer. all have scratches
and paint wear. the jeep is 11” long, pickup is 13 1/2” long and semi tractor is 10” long.

266 Both cars have paint wear as seen in the photos but are very structurally sound and the larger car was originally equipped
with lights, most of the parts are still here for a lighted toy. They are both equipped with their original white tires but the
larger car has a lot of wear around the axles so the wheels sit crooked. The smaller car has some cracking to the wheels but
they are still nice and solid.

267 Both cars have scratches and paint wear but no broken or missing pieces. The pull back friction mechanisms work a little
but will not propel the cars forward. Both mech’s need oiled or greased. Both cars have nice wooden wheels. Cars are 9
3/4 inches long.

268 Nice old car, all original with some scratches and paint wear. Three of the four tires are folded over from heat damage that
likely occurred long ago. This car has unique front and rear bumpers that remind me of a handlebar mustache.

269 Truck is missing a lot of paint and has surface rust as well. All parts are all original including wooden wheels. The decals
are very faded on one side but considerably better on the other side.

270 The large truck is in nice shape with average paint loss and all original parts including rubber tires with wooden rims. The
REA truck is pretty rough with lots of litho wear and a missing rear door. This truck has a block of wood attached to it as
well as two nails driven in from each side and a large bolt attaching the box to the truck.

271 Set is in nice shape with some scratches and paint wear as seen. All original as far as I can see with one very clean auto
that has minimal paint loss. All are equipped with yellow wooden wheels. Cars measure 5”, truck is 5 3/4” and semi with
trailer is 19 1/4” long

272 Great looking lithos and only minor paint loss on the truck cab. Wheels are in great shape and retain most of their original
yellow paint. Set includes one of the often missing doors. Overall very nice and clean.

273 car is in nice shape with average paint wear and scratches. All original parts and paint. The mystery friction action doesn’t
work properly but the mechanism is not broken or seized up. Car is 10” long.
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274 Truck and trailer have normal scratches and paint wear from being played with as well as the coupe and convertible.
Includes both ramps as well as having the original jack stand. Three of the four balloon tires on the semi tractor only were
made of recycled tin from a Greyhound sign. The two autos are 6” long each and the tractor trailer is 23 1/2” long. The
box is in nice shape and also includes the original instruction sheet.

275 Bus is all original with nice decals on front and each side. There are some scratches and normal paint wear of a toy of this
age. Nice body, very straight with one small dent in the roof just above the drivers seat. Bus is 24” long.

276 Bus is all original with nice decals on each side but front one is missing. There are some scratches and normal paint wear
of a toy of this age. Nice body, very straight with no dents. Bus is 24” long.

277 Bus is all original and in nice shape with scratches and paint wear from being played with long ago. The body is very
straight and in great shape with no dents. Bus is 24” long.

278 Truck and trailer are in very nice shape with minimal paint loss and are very bright and shiny with nice decals on both sides
of trailer that do have a small amount of flaking. The autos are in two different conditions. One is like new and the other
has a lot of scratches as seen in the pictures. The truck and trailer are 22” long and the separate cars are 6” long.

279 car is in nice shape with some litho wear and minor scratches but nice overall with undamaged plastic windows and nice
cloth roof.

280 Both cars are in decent shape with scratches and paint wear. the Marx car has considerably more wear as seen in the
pictures. The second car is only marked Made in England Patent Applied For. It is very nice looking with minimal paint
or litho wear. The left rear fender is bent a little and part of the underbody has been cut away for some reason. It still
displays very nicely. Neither car has been tested for operability. The Marx car is 16 1/4” long, the other is 14 3/4” long.

281 This car is in nice shape but is missing the top. It looks OK as a convertible but should have a hard top. Its has some
scratches and play wear but is free of dents and has all original parts. the car is 11” long.

282 Car is in nice shape with paint rubs on the roof as well as a few small scratches on the hood. The wind up mechanism is
seized and will not crank clockwise at all. The parts appear to be all original but the headlamps are missing. The toy also
has a very old battery still in the compartment but there isn’t any corrosion at all. The car is 14 1/4” long and is very
heavy.

283 Car has a number of small scratches and paint flakes but has nice eye appeal. The parts appear to be all original and it
doesn’t appear to be missing anything and the lights even work. The wind-up mechanism also works nicely. The car has
hard plastic tires marked Girard Balloon.

284 Nice shape with all original parts and very little paint loss. There are two very small touchups on the hood and some dust
on the toy but great shape otherwise.

285 This car is in very nice shape but the body appears to have been repainted, it is a matte red instead of a glossy paint. The
car has no damage or missing parts. The steering wheel actually turns the wheels and it works perfectly. The toy has some
scratches and paint loss on the bottom but not much

286 Car looks really nice but has 3 small touch ups to the paint. Nice shape otherwise with an extra set of rear tires and the
original remote control. The box lid is pretty rough with tape repairs, seam splits, water stains and a large chunk missing
from one side. The box bottom is all together and in nice shape with some staining.

287 Car is in nice shape with a few scratches here and there as would be expected from a toy. There are no broken or missing
parts and the car makes a cranking noise when rolled. The car is 9 1/4” long.

288 Group of three vintage tin racers. Japan tin friction Golden Jet in fantastic condition with no play wear, 9 3/4” long.
Mattel futuristic race car with some paint loss and recent stickers added to it, 11 1/2” long. Nonpareil Red Streak Racer
with missing parts, litho wear and surface rust, 9 3/8” long.

289 Unmarked but vintage tin wind up race car in very nice shape with minor paint wear and great eye appeal. The wind up
mechanism works perfectly and there does not appear to be any broken or missing parts. car is 10 1/2” long and 3 1/4” tall.
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290 Both cars are in nice shape but only the silver one has a working clockwork mechanism. The red car has a few small
chunks missing from a few tires and has some minor litho wear. Both cars are 6 1/2” long.

291 The Marx Rocket Racer with yellow wheel hubs is in nice shape with small scratches and litho wear but has a nice working
wind-up mechanism. The #27 tin racer is missing the driver and the mechanism does not work very well. There is some
wear to the lithos as well as minor fading. Cars are 11 3/4” and 16’ long.

292 car is complete but has surface rust on one side as well as some small scratches here and there. The car does display well
from one side. The friction motor does not operate very well at all. car is 9 1/2” long.

293 Vintage racer with nice lithos but has some small scratches as seen as well as two small spots of unoriginal paint at the
front of the engine. the driver is missing and there is a decent sized dent in the bottom of the car. The wind up mechanism
works great. The car is 16 1/2” long.

294 This car is all original and missing some paint due to scratches and play wear. The driver is also missing as well as the
steering wheel. It is made of pressed steel with tin wheels and a very solid toy. The car is 12 1/2” long.

295 Both cars are in decent shape with play wear as seen but display nicely and both operate perfectly. There are no keys
included. Tricky Taxi is 4 1/2’ long and Comet is 3 7/8” long.

296 Very nice tin battery operated race car with hardly any play wear, just some minor paint loss from the silver rims. Great
paint and decals as seen in the pictures. The car is 15 3/4” long.

297 All three cars are in working condition and appear to be complete with no broken or missing parts; two keys are included
for the three cars. The Lotus does have some paint touch ups and all three of them have dust from sitting. The original box
for the Ferrari has a tape repair on an end flap that has a seam tear as well as a puncture on the bottom. The cars are 8 1/2”
to 10” long.

298 Mint in box reproduction Thimbledrome champion in original box with paperwork. It doesn’t appear to have ever been
removed from the box. Numbered 3314 out of 5000 made.

299 Fantastic car in original box / case with what seems to be a custom made wooden bas with slots for the wheels. car has
been displayed only, never played with. Includes an used sticker sheet. the car is 10” long.

300 This car has been displayed and has dust on it that will wipe clean. There is one small broken plastic part that I do not
know what it is. The car looks very nice otherwise and is very highly detailed. The car is 8 1/2” long.

301 All three cars are in nice shape with each having a Schuco key. The 1225 is missing the small windshield and has some
tarnishing to the brass parts. The 2002 is missing the windshield but has very nice paint with a few light scratches. The
1001 has minimal paint wear but is not missing any parts. The 1225 and 2002 work nicely. The 1001 winds up but with
limited resistance. These cars are 5 1/2” to 7” long.

302 Lot includes a boxed Minister Delux tin friction toy in nice shape, made in India, tin friction Greyhound Scenicruiser with
scratches, dents and missing wheel hubs; a Wyandotte S.S. America ocean liner with edge wear and faded lithographs. The
ship is 12” long, bus is 11 1/4” long and the car is 10” long.

303 Three tin friction cars are simply marked Japan on the underside, Safety Patrol is made by Lupor, long wind-up streamlined
car marked “foreign” on underside, three very small cars are unmarked and the orange / black car is made of pressed steel
and has a friction counterweight mechanism that works great going backwards but doesn’t go forward at all. These cars
range in length from 2” to 6 3/4”.

304 The roadster is in great shape with some small paint chips and dust from age. It does not appear to have even been used.
The lot includes five boxes of 20 solid fuel tablets, a small funnel and steering extension. The car is 15 1/2” long.
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305 Lot includes a cast iron boattail speedster with missing paint but an original #5 on each side of the hood and a homemade
brass toy has pump. Also included are five pressed steel toys including a row boat, shovel, rake, wheel barrow and trailer
cart, all with some missing paint and dust from sitting. Rounding it out are four old Arcor and Auburn rubber toy cars.
The Arcor race car is missing a wheel as well as having the windshield and drivers head cut off. The Auburn cars all have
paint wear but no missing parts.

306 Lot includes Marx hangar, Erie Northrop passenger plane, Thomas Toy Atom Bomber and Tootsietoy service station gas
pumps. All of the items are in nice shape with only minor paint wear to the die cast items.

307 Lot includes Marx Union Pacific M 10003 wind-up toy, Unique art Sky Rangers blimp, Wolverine clockwork submarine
with missing key and a partially missing weight from the bottom, Made in USA Sweetie Pie 55 wind-up boat, Alps Speed
Queen wind-up boat with missing handle and three empty tin toy boxes. Empty boxes include Walking Beetle, Hopping
Bobby the Bear and Friction Powered Jet Fighter.

308 This boat is in nice shape with minor scratches and litho loss. There are not any missing parts and the battery compartment
is very clean with no corrosion at all. The boat is 14 1/2” long and 6 1/2” tall.

309 Very nice looking toy with some paint and litho wear from the wheel surfaces and cab roof but little wear otherwise. the
wind-up mechanism is not currently working but is easily accessible. The tractor is 9 1/4” long and 6” tall.

310 Super nice toy with minor litho wear on sides and some small scratches but overall very nice and bright toy. The windup
mechanism will wind up but only a couple of turns until it unwinds immediately. It should be able to be fixed quite easily.
The toy is 101 /2” long and 4 1/4” tall.

311 This is a fantastic looking toy with minor play wear and bright, vivid colors. The toy works great and is very neat and
clean. The car is 8” long and 6” tall.

312 Great old favorite here with a long scratch on one side but very little wear elsewhere. Toy appears to be complete and all
original. The windup does work but is sluggish. The car is 8 inches long.

313 Toy has small scratches here and there and two larger rubs on one side. All original with no missing parts. The windup
mechanism does not work when right side up but will run when the toy is upside down. Pluto is 9” long.

314 Toy has minimal wear and is very bright and shiny with no broken or missing parts. The windup works perfectly and the
toy shake in circles as the tail turns circles behind him. Goofy is 5 3/8” tall.

315 This toy has a lot of small scratches and small rubs as well as minor surface rust on three different places. He still displays
well and the windup mechanism works great but he still has a hard time walking across a table. Popeye is 8” tall.

316 Both toys are in great shape with minor wear and very bright lithographs. No missing or broken parts and both toys work
perfectly. The clown is 4 3/4” tall and the bird is 3” tall.

317 Wee Scottie toy has scratches rubs and some surface rust but no missing parts. The leopard and tiger toys are both in great
shape with some scratches on the right side only of each toy. The two cats do not appear to be missing any parts as both
tails and all four ears are intact. None of the three toys have a working windup mechanism.

318 All original truck with many small scratches and litho loss from the billboards on the sides as well as the REA markings.
The body is very nice and straight with a few slight bends or dents but nothing major. The truck is 23 1/2” long.

319 Steelcraft truck appears to have all original parts with the exception of one screw. The truck has had a couple welded
repairs but retains great structural integrity and a nice patina. There are a lot of scratches and paint loss mainly in the dump
bed. There is some pitting from rust on the right front wheel and some tire damage on the right rear with some chunks
missing. The Buddy L cab was repainted and has some pent metal here and there but would be a good restoration piece.
The Metalcraft truck is 24 1/2” long and the Buddy L is 17” long.
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320 Truck is all original with normal play wear and paint loss. The rear axle mount is bent up from the bottom on one side but
should be fixable. The tow boom appears to be original but has been repainted. Unsure if the hook is original or
reproduction. The decals on the sides look nice with some wear and the tires all have Buddy L on them. The box is
complete with no missing flaps but has some small tears, some writing and some water stains on the bottom. The main
body of the box is still firm but the opened end flaps are a little soft from age and handling.

321 This truck is in nice shape and appears to be all original but is missing the tow boom. It is equipped with lights and they
still work with a D battery. The paint looks really nice on this old fella with some scratches from play wear. The wheels
are in great shape with no damage. The truck is 191 /4” long.

322 Fantastic looking car with all original parts except the wiring to the headlights. Car is missing paint as seen but remains a
nice looker with no missing or broken parts. The car is 19 3/4” long.

323 Very nice looking tin truck with no missing parts and all original in every respect. There is some missing paint from play
wear but the truck has great eye appeal. It even has a drop down gate in the back. The truck is 19” long.

324 Fantastic old truck, all original with three ladders. Apperas to be missing possibly a bell from the hood. The truck has
some white paint that was likely splattered on the hood from a home painting project a long time ago but nice paint
everywhere else with play wear as seen in the pictures. The truck is 20” long.

325 Both trucks are old but have some replaced parts such as axles and wheels and have been repainted as seen in the pictures.
Both are unmarked and could be from any manufacturer, Turner was my guess. The trucks are 20” long each.

326 Truck is in great shape structurally and has a nice looking restoration job. Equipped with battery operated lights (battery &
lamps not included). Truck is 15 1/2” long.

327 Truck has been restored but has replacement wheels all the way around with one loose original wheel. The paint and
decals look very nice and the axles appear to be original as well. The truck is 17 3/4” long.

328 Truck has been fully restored with replacement axles and possibly replacement wheels as well as some replacement
hardware. A fantastic looking truck but has some scratches on the gun where it adjusts and is missing the spring firing
mechanism. The truck is 23 1/2” long.

329 Very nice restoration on a vintage truck. Very straight body with what appears to be all original part with the exception of
a couple pieces of hardware. The truck is 26” long.

330 Truck is custom decorated but maintains 95% original parts. The custom painting on the sides could have been done better
but appears to have been done by hand. Truck is 23 1/2” long.

331 Truck has been professionally restored but has some decal issues on one side. Unsure as to how many replacement parts
were used but the truck displays very nicely. The truck is 24 3/4” long.

332 Not really sure what this was or is since the truck has something of a 5th wheel that isn’t being used anymore. It may be a
total reproduction or could be repainted old parts but the parts seem awfully nice to be vintage. Truck is 23 1/2” long and
sold as seen in pictures.

333 Truck is in great shape with no play wear and is numbered 45 of 475 that were reproduced. A classic of the Buddy L toy
from many years ago. The truck is 24” long.

334 car is in great shape with a professional restoration job done with all original metal parts but the rubber is all replacement.
Friction mechanism turns but does not carry the vehicle far at all. The car is 17 3/4” long.

335 Locomotive is all original with some scratches, missing paint and surface rust. Lithographs on sides are faded on one side
and scratched and rusted on the opposite side. There are a couple missing parts including a small decoration on the nose
and a large bell from the front. Locomotive is 27 1/4” long.
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336 Group includes two Wolverine Aeroplane Race tin spinner games with checkerboard on opposite side, both are in nice
shape with bright, clean graphics. Also included are a Chein tin butterfly push toy that works great and an Ohio Art tin top
that has some scratches and litho wear but works perfectly. Game boards measure 16 1/2” and 11 1/4” across, butterfly
wing span is 9 1/4” and the top is 7” in diameter.

337 Fantastic little gas station with very little wear at all and very nice lithographs. There are some scratches on the gray base
and minor fading on the roof but really nice overall.

338 Group includes a Walt Disney Mechanical Train Set (missing the train) with a nice clean and colorful track layout in
original box, Silver dollar street front in nice shape but no accessories and another mechanical train set that is missing the
train and the crossing gate.

339 Group includes an Ichiko passenger train with a damaged pantograph and a few dents underneath, Cragstan City Trolley
lines friction toy with a lever action friction drive in nice shape but has dents on both ends and an unmarked but vintage tin
windup IBI R.S.A. street car in nice shape with a working mechanism.

340 The Aero windmill is in a factory sealed box and presumably mint. The ranger tin mechanical billiards table is missing the
windup mechanism but looks unplayed with otherwise and includes a rough original box that is missing all but one inner
flap.

341 Lot includes a Technofix Toboggan ride with one complete car and one shell for a car. The green and yellow track is only
marked US Zone Germany and includes straight, curve and switch sections as well as small trestle pieces.

342 Group includes a tin track with locomotive and cars (like new in box) and a tin friction rocket ship with a broken wheel and
a locked up friction mechanism (both made in Hungary). The last toy is a tin lithographed skiing related toy with a car that
climbs and rolls back down. Instructions are in Russian, toy appears mint and unused in a very nice original box.

343 Nice looking old steam engine with generator, unsure if it works but it is very clean and shiny. The electrical cord is in
nice shape and supple.

344 Nice looking wooden fire truck with three ladders. Well made and the wheels really roll. The truck is 15 1/2” long.
345 This box appears to contain well more than one set with five separate instruction sheets and thousands of parts. There are
lots of plastic girder pieces, wooden base pieces and vac u form panel pieces. Many of the vacu formed pieces have
damage but it should make for a lot of fun for someone.

346 Modern era soldiers in mint condition in original box.
347 Mint unused 1/16 scale radio controlled tractor in a nice original box. Lot also includes four reproduction tin signs.
348 Lot includes 26 mint in box cars as well as three loose cars in nice shape. The models range in age from the 1960’s to the
1980’s. Boxes range in condition from perfect to slightly worn with damaged windows.

349 Lot includes various makers including Manoil, Tootsietoy, Solido, Corgi, Matchbox and others. Cars range in condition
from good to mint.

350 1959 and 1960 Cadillac Fleetwood friction cars, one with a broken rear fin and both with warped front ends. The rest are
all Cadillac Fleetwoods and all are Jo-Han promo cars. 1960 is in nice shape with no damage, two 1961’s, a blue one with
a missing right rear tire and a missing tail lamp lens and a white one with a broken fin on the right side. 1962 is in great
shape with no issues.

351 Wooden toy trains including Toia, Blockraft and Childhood Interests all new in box. Miamicraft lines train also included
and in nice shape but no original box. These trains vary in size and colors.

352 Box car is in great shape with a few small dents and paint wear on the corners and raised edges. Markings and lettering
looks very nice on both sides with nice bright paint. There are no missing parts and everything is all original. The car is
33” long.
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353 Locomotive is all original with some scratches, missing paint and surface rust. Lithographs on sides are in nice shape with
minor wear. There don’t appear to be any missing parts. Locomotive is 27 1/4” long.

354 Locomotive is all original but missing hand rails from the sides of the boiler and decorative trim on the front as well as the
top steering handle and the handle for the brake. There is paint wear and minor to moderate surface rust on a few different
areas. The decals on the sides are mostly intact with some flaking and the one on the boiler front is almost entirely gone.
The locomotive is 26” long.

355 This lot includes 26 sections of curved track, two passenger cars, two box cars, two gondolas and one locomotive. the
locomotive is missing the foot pegs, handle and some electrical components inside. The locomotive will definitely need
some servicing and new parts to get back into working condition. There are scratches and play wear on the locomotive but
the cars seem to be nice and clean with no missing parts and nice decals. This is a very large and heavy lot, shipping will
be pretty high so come and bid in person if you can.

356 Very large box full of built buildings with hundreds of parts in nice shape. Also includes 5 boxes in rough to acceptable
condition and many tape repairs along with two instruction sheets. Also included is an old block set in box with some
instructions. Lot will be heavy and expensive to ship.

357 24” x 12” x 12” box full of vintage and newer toys and toy parts in various condition, some nice, some rusted, some
damaged. Lot is very heavy and would be better suited for the live bidder.

358 Lot includes four unbuilt kits, one is sealed, three built cars and one partially built. Lot also includes a Hubley P-38 Fighter
in box that is like new and a small plastic model wood chipper possibly in O scale. The boxes are all in nice shape and
display nicely.

359 Group of toys including a Tomy Verbot in Box and Ideal Boaterific Tug boat along with a few other modern robots and Mr
Potato Head massager.

360 The box is nice and square but has writing on the top flaps and both ends but the front, back and bottom all look nice. The
box is very square and sturdy and has great graphics on the front. The box measures 23” x 15” x 13 1/2”.

361 Three old slush promo cars that appear to be repainted but may very well be all original. The wheels are made of white
rubber that is hard and has age cracks and a flat spot on one of them. They are definitely vintage due to the signs of fatigue
that are coming on to the running boards but only slight signs, no major issues at all. There is some metal missing from
two of the cars that appears to be from bad castings or possibly a small piece broken off of one. All three cars are virtually
the same, just painted differently. Each car is just over 7” long.

362 The Ferris wheel parts include the two main frames but no cars, base with uprights and electric motor. The parts have
flaking original paint and surface rust but would be a great restoration project.

363 Lot includes several fire hydrants including four Tonka as well as other made of cast iron or plastic. Also included are
several metal ladders, a couple die cast vehicles and four RSH Fire Kits with presumably all T8 1918 Crosley Fire Tender
Conversion Kits inside.

364 Lot includes 16 buildings, several vehicles, several trees and a several bases. the buildings are all small and in HO scale or
smaller. made of wood with paper lithographs on the outside.

365 The Falk engine is dirty and tarnished a bit but looks like it could be cleaned up to look very nice. The Jensen has been
used and has some missing paint from the base and discoloration here and there. The Falk engine is marked JF 406 on the
underside of the cast iron base as well as made in Germany. The engine is 12 1/2” tall.

366 Lot includes Britains and Corgi items that are either new in box or just empty boxes or just loose figures or accessories.
Also includes a partial Marx tin castle, Viewmaster items and other various toys and toy parts.

367 Lot includes a partial Playskool Holiday Inn set in Box, two Kenner milk cows and several Fisher price items.
368 Lot includes makers such as but not limited to Hot Wheels, matchbox, Corgi, Dinky, Marklin, Solido, Ertl and Britains.
There are quite a few vehicles here ranging from poor to excellent condition and everything in between.
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369 Lot includes 14 anchors in 5 different styles made of die cast or cast iron. Also includes 10 propellers made of cast iron,
die cats and plastic. The largest anchor is 3 1/2” long.

370 Racing Champions 1 / 64th scale NASCAR racing haulers in original packages. Drivers include Jeff Gordon, Tony
Stewart, Matt Kenseth, Ward Burton, etc. Items are new C9-10. OBs have light shelf wear.

371 NASCAR racing 1/64th race haulers in OBs. Manufactures include Revell, Winner’s Circle, Hot Wheels Racing, etc.
Drivers include Darrell Waltrip, Jeff Gordon, Tony Stewart, etc. All are new C9-10. OBs have some light wear

372 Group of die cast Pepsi Cola trucks and more. Twenty five trucks total. Eight vehicles include the original boxes.
Manufactures include Road Champs, Golden Wheel, Matchbox, and more. Items are C8 to C10.

373 Matchbox Collectibles diecast vehicles in OBs. Twelve 1/43rd vehicles includes McDonalds, Texaco, Campbell’s, etc. See
photos for best description. Cars are C9-10.

374 Nice large group of 1/43rd vehicles in OBs. Thirty six total. Manufactures include Road Champs, Classic Vehicles, Road
Signature, Ertl, etc. Most are classic cars, 1/43rd Snap On tool set also included. See photos for best description.

375 Pem and Winross die cast trucks in OBs. Seven trucks total. Names include Coors, Burlington Northern, Atlas Van Lines,
MAC Tools, etc. Trucks are new C9-10

376 Ertl Collectibles and Road Legends die cast cars and displays in OBs. Includes Ertl Wally’s Service Station, Dolly’s Drive
In, Class of 67’ set and Indy 500 Pace car set. Road Legends sets include Ford truck set and set with Corvette, Bel Aire and
Nomad. Sets are C9-10. OBs have light wear. Cars are 1/43rd.

377 Large tub of toy construction vehicles. 75 or more vehicles. Most are Matchbox size or larger. Includes dump trucks,
graders, Caterpillar equipment in original packages and more. See photos for best description.

378 Large group of farm toys from Ertl, New Ray, and others. The bulk is Ertl and includes plenty of John Deere and
Caterpillar items. Some used and a good deal new in the package. Also includes Ertl Round Barn play set and New Ray
Country Life play set. Items are C7 to C10.

379 Two 13 x 26 flats filled with Ertl, Norscot, and Tonka farm toys. Most are John Deere or Caterpillar. Many are new C10 in
their packages. See photos for best description.

380 46 packaged plastic and die cast vehicles. Most are Ertl, AHL, Mastio, and more. Includes trucks cars, construction
equipment, etc. See photos for best description.

381 Large flat full of die cast and plastic vehicles perfect for a layout. Garbage trucks, street sweepers, semi trucks and more.
Most are 1/43rd, some smaller and some larger. See photos for best description. Most are C8 condition. 40+ vehicles.

382 Norscot Scale Model diecast 1:50 scale Caterpillar construction vehicles in OBs. Eight trucks include 55166, 55169,
55138, 55207, 55118, 55117, 55169, and 55117. All items are new in box C9-10. OBs do have some light corner and edge
wear.

383 Norscot Scale Model diecast 1:50 scale Caterpillar construction vehicles including 55165, 55191, 55073, 55151, and
55158. All are new in the box C9-10. OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

384 Norscot Scale Model diecast 1:50 scale Caterpillar construction vehicles. Four models include 55098, 55100, 55161, and
55151. Items are new in box C9-10. OBs have some light wear.

385 Norscot Scale Model diecast 1:50 scale Caterpillar construction vehicles in OBs. Six items include 55025, 55151, 55027,
55061, 55104, 55073, 55191, and 55097. Items are new in the box C9-10. OBs have some light wear.

386 Norscot Scale Model diecast 1:50 scale Caterpillar construction vehicles including 55175, 55099, 55097, 55133, 55164,
55142, 55191, 55175, and 55115. Items are new in the box C9-10. OBs have some light wear.
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387 Norscot Scale Model diecast 1:50 scale Caterpillar construction vehicles including 55175, 55099, 55143, 55189, 55104,
55058, 55097, and 55104. Items are new in the box C9-10. OBs have some light wear.

388 Seven Matchbox King Size, one Winross, and one Solido diecast toy vehicles. Solido No. 3114 Mercedes Lance Mousse
in original box, C9-10 box has wear to cellophane display window. Winross Howard Johnson’s semi-tractor and trailer.
Matchbox K-4 Fruehauf hopper, K-12 Scammell Laing Mobile Crane, K-12 Aveling-Barford front end loader, No. 5 Foden
dumper truck, No. 4 McCormick International B-250, C6 area.

389 First Gear Construction Pioneers 40-0200 International S Series tow truck, 1:25 scale diecast toy in original box missing
trim pieces, displayed C8 area. Box shows no wear.

390 Lot includes makers such as Tri-Ang Minic, Tootsietoy, Superior and Framburg. The ships range in condition from good
to new in box. There is also a tin lithographed cruise ship marked US Zone Germany and a made in Japan wooden model
boat that is battery operated.

391 Lot includes makers such as Midgetoy, Tootsietoy, Lone Star, Barclay and Dinky. There are locomotives, cars and a few
accessories.

392 Lot includes six reproduction pieces as well as several vintage pieces that have damage or missing parts. This lot is very
heavy and will cost a lot to ship.

393 Lot includes 14 vehicles, a wheel barrow, two small cash registers and a die cast toilet. Most are in nice shape with what
appears to be original paint but many have rust on the wheels.

394 Lot includes 8 different pieces of which 6 are complete but two are repainted. the bus is missing the front wheels and axle
and the wagon is missing a piece that attaches the horses to the tow bar.

395 Stove is in need of an overhaul with rust and missing paint but the pieces are all in nice shape with no dents or damage.
The electric cord is missing and will be hard to replace.

396 Piano works and is in nice shape. Includes six rolls and four boxes. Piano measures 20 1/2” x 9 1/4” x 20 1/8”.
397 Set appears to be in nice shape and has been used. Completeness is unknown but many parts are included. This is a very
large box and shipping will be fairly high.

398 Group includes Tootsietoy, Ertl and Matchbox cars as well as other manufacturers. Also included is a Erector Radar scope
set in box that has a lot of parts but may or may not be complete. Most of the parts are nice and clean while a few have rust
on them.

399 The carousel is in nice shape and includes a transformer, operability has not been tested. The Santa toy is marked japan
and in a nice original box. The lot also includes a vintage japan snowman lantern.

400 Fantastic looking toy with great color & very clean with no damage. Box is dated 1962 and in nice shape but somewhat
faded.

401 Lot includes Marx Bengal Tiger and Honeymoon Express, Chein Marx I cabin cruiser, and two other unmarked tin toys.
Everything works but the bird on bicycle is a bit sluggish. Also included in the lot are two Marx travel trunks that are in
nice shape.

402 Lot includes 8 locomotives, one tender, a train station and two cars in original boxes. Other items include a Kiddie car
Classic billboard, homemade wooden tractor and six small John Deere wooden crates with dovetailed corners.

403 Lot includes an assortment of Coke collectibles as well as several toy gas pumps from Gearbox and possibly other
manufacturers. Some items are loose and still like new while others are mint in box.

404 Lot includes a thin organizer that is 14” x 7 1/2” with 35 separate compartments for small repair parts for mainly small die
cast toys but there is a big mix of things here, some are ready to be used and some are broken.
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405 Lot includes 20+ tanks and other military vehicles as well as approximately 40 soldiers. Also includes several civilian
trucks and cars. The trucks are 2 3/4” to 3” long and the cars are 2 23/8” long. The tanks all vary in size. The soldiers are
all in the prone position and would be approximately 3/4” tall if standing.

406 Lot includes some tin lithographed, pressed steel and paper toys. The three main items include a Buddy L LST47 with
some rust and a broken chain, a Suzy Goose dairy farm and a Russell game library. Everything else is generally
incomplete or damaged.

407 Group includes a neat Mack ash tray made by Central Die casting in Chicago, four REO items that appear genuinely old
including a tin decorative piece and a glass lamp lens, a Diamond REO keychain as well as a heavy brass placard. The last
items are five Allis-Chalmers placards that are secured with two beveled screws (screws not included).

408 Lot includes a C9 Greyhound bus in original box as well as a lot of different track section. 8- #18 straight, 10- #12 straight,
4- #6 straight, 4- #3 straight, 4- A90 curve, 3- B90 curve, 8- B45 curve, 4- C45 curve, two sets of switches, a 45 degree
railroad grade crossing and a Trix Express switch controller

409 Lot includes makers such as Ertl, Spec Cast and Enesco. Three are mint in package, the balance have all been displayed
but remain in excellent or better condition.

410 Lot includes makers such as Matchbox, Gabriel, Ertl and others. A few unmarked but all mainly newer die cast from the
1980’s and up.

411 Group included Full Throttle, Jada, Maisto, Matchbox and Hot Wheels cars all mint in blister packages. 23 vehicles total.
412 Makers include such names as Matchbox, Malibu International and Kid Connection. Lot includes eight packages by
malibu, five packages by Matchbox and four packages by Kid Connection. the cars are all mint in unopened packages.

413 Lot includes such manufacturers as Brumm (4 cars), Minichamps (10 cars) and matchbox (11 MIP Cars, 5 loose cars).
Most of the Matchbox boxes have significant wear but only one Brumm box has issues (broken clear case lid).

414 Manufacturers include Road Champs, Ertl, Zee, Matchbox, Soma, Tootsietoy and Franklin Mint. All are new in box or
blister card.

415 Lot includes manufacturers such as Corgi, Model power, Matchbox and Ertl. All 28 are mint in package.
416 Lot includes Island of Dr Hibbert boxed set, five bendable figure sets, three talking watch sand two ornaments all mint and
unopened. Loose items include stuffed Homer and Bart figures and rubber Homer, Bart and Marge figures.

417 Lot includes cars driven by Mario Andretti, Al Unser Jr., Raul Boesel. Nigel Mansell, Emerson Fittipaldi and Alessandro
Zampedri. These are very nice cars with nice clean original boxes. Mint and never removed from package.

418 Lot includes seven different cars, there are two 1998 Corvette pace cars included. The complete set is here based off of the
box backs.

419 Group includes four 1:18 Hot Wheels F-1 cars and six racing Champions 1:24 Indy cars. All are mint in unopened
packages.

420 Lot includes five cars from the Grand Prix collection, three from the Michael Schumacher Collection and a 1975 World
champion Ferrari. All cars are mint in unopened packages.

421 Lot includes a limited edition Juan Montoya car, only 2,304 made and five Pauls Model Art McLaren Collection cars, all
mint in box.

422 Incredible lot containing die cast cars in 1:24 and 1:64 scales, trading cards, collectible tins, two model kits and other items.
This is a very heavy lot and will cost a lot to ship.

423 Lot includes four American Muscle 1:18, four Revell Collection two 1:18 and two 1:24 and five racing Champions 1:24
scale cars. All are mint in unopened boxes. This lot is very heavy and will cost a lot to ship.
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424 The lot includes cars from all eras and includes such names but not limited to Dodge, Ferrari, Chevrolet, Jaguar, Mercedes,
Lamborghini and Volkswagen. All cars are mint unopened except one which is a 1:24 Bugatti which has been opened but
is loose in the box. Some boxes are very dusty but should clean up quite easily. This lot is very heavy and will cost a lot to
ship.

425 A nice group of cars, all in mint unopened condition. The packaging may have some minor damage and will likely be
dusty.

426 Lot includes three American Muscle, three Maisto, two Universal Hobbies and one Revell 1:18 scale die cast cars. All of
the cars are mint in unopened packages. Boxes may have shelf wear and very likely have some dust on them.

427 Lot includes various manufacturers and numerous makes and models of cars. Some are mint unopened while others have
been opened and may even be in incorrect boxes. The boxes may have some damage and will likely have some dust on
them. This is a very heavy lot that will cost a lot to ship.

428 Lot includes five funny cars and nine top fuel dragsters. All of them are mint in original packages. Some of the boxes may
have shelf wear or dust. This is a heavy lot and will cost a lot to ship.

429 The cars in this lot are all in really nice shape but some are very dusty. The rest are clean and all should display very
nicely.

430 Lot includes a Metalcraft bottling truck, three mechanical or operating banks, trading cards, ornaments, tins and other
items. Most new in box but some of the cards were opened and another truck is loose and has a couple missing coke
crates.

431 Lot includes two MIB cast iron motorcycles, a Franklin Mint Indian motorcycle that was opened but doesn’t appear to have
been removed from the Styrofoam, a bank, a Matchbox Service center Playset and a loose reproduction cast iron patrol
motorcycle.

432 Lot includes Terminator 2, Alien, Lion King, X Files, Jurassic park, Lego toys and a Loopin’ Louie game. All are in nice
factory sealed packages or blister cards.

433 Lot includes Kenner Batmobile & Combat belt Batman both MIP. Also includes are three warner Brothers vinyl figures of
batman, Robin and Superman. Last is an Applause Dick Tracy figure with original stand and tags.

434 Lot includes mainly Schylling and paya reproductions but others are mixed in. Some were displayed and have dust on
them while others were never removed from the box.

435 Lot includes such manufacturers as Solido, First Gear, Corgi Classics, Spec cast and Xonex International. Most are mint in
box but other loose toys are also included. This is a very heavy lot that will cost a lot to ship.

436 Lot includes six airplanes and four vehicles, all being toy banks. Each one is still in mint condition in its original box.
437 Lot includes manufacturers such as Corgi, Spec Cast, Gearbox, Franklin Mint and others. All items are like new to mint in
box.

438 Group includes several loose / unboxed trucks that have been displayed but not played with. Those have dust on them
while there are three that are in original boxes. The Heinz truck was removed and displayed but the Miglio car and the
Spec cast truck are mint in box.

439 Beautifully restored Steelcraft Sport Roadster #510. Built in 1937 this pedal car is in great shape and has been displayed
only, never played with since the restoration. There is some dust on it but that will clean off quite easily. The car is 36Ó x
18Ó x 22Ó and weighs approximately 40 lbs.

440 Lot includes 1996 Emergency Truck, 1997 Toy Truck & Racers, 1998 Recreation Van, 2004 SUV & Motorcycles and the
First Hess toy truck bank, all in original boxes. They all appear to have never been played with and may have never been
removed from their boxes.
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441 Lot includes 1996 Emergency Truck, 1997 Toy Truck and Racers, 1998 Recreation Van, 2003 Toy Truck & Racecars and
2005 Emergency Truck with Rescue Vehicle, all in in original boxes. They all appear to have never been played with and
may have never been removed from their boxes.

442 The Jaguar is in mint condition but the paint seems to have some factory issues on one side. The other car is a 1:18 scale
Johnny Rutherford vintage sprint car, numbered 982 of 3504 produced. It is in mint condition and doesn’t appear to have
ever been removed from the box.

443 Lot includes 1:48 scale F-14 Tomcat and F-18 Hornet and a 1:40 scleAV-8 Harrier. They have been displayed and have
dust on them but should clean up to like new condition.

444 Lot includes a few different scales of aircraft. Five are made by Spec Cast, one by Ertl, one by Hallmark and the last three
are made by other various manufacturers. They have been displayed and will likely be dusty. One has some paint chipped
from the top wing and a German plane has a missing blade from the propeller but the rest appear to be like new aside of the
dust.

445 Group of toys including Disney Pixar Cars , 1999 radio Shack Stuart Little remote controlled car, a few made in China cars
in boxes, some stuffed animals and a few diecast pieces, some mint on card, some loose.

446 Lot includes five reproduction cast iron toys, a modern era GI Joe in box, an incomplete set of small printing blocks and a
Sears radio controlled tank.

447 The car is in nice shape but has a missing hub cap. There is only minor play wear and the toy does operate but I’m not sure
if it operates properly. The car is 10 3/4” long.

448 Lot includes five kits, three are mint sealed and two have the shrink wrap removed but have sealed parts inside. All are
1:48 scale.

449 Lot includes four mint sealed kits and one that is missing the shrink wrap but has sealed parts inside. All five kits are 1:48
scale.

450 Both kits are still factory sealed in nice boxes. Included area grumman F6F-3 Hellcat and a Republic P-47D Thunderbolt.
Each kit is marked SCALE: 3/4” = 1’0”

451 The stearman PT-17 Pilot Trainer kit is still factory sealed but the Spirit of St. Louis kit has been opened and started. It
doesn’t appear that much has been done but there are some parts that have been cut. Each kit is marked SCALE: 3/4” =
1’0”

452 Lot includes 14 kits, seven sealed and seven with shrink wrap removed. There are three balsa kits and the rest are plastic.
Manufacturers include Lindberg, Monogram, Revell, Sterling Guillows, Minicraft, Glencoe, Tern and AMT. Scales range
from 1/32 to 1/48.

453 Lot includes all military aircraft. The boxes all have either dust or damage or both. All of the kits have been started to
some extent with mainly painted parts but there are quite a few pieces that have been assembled but just not many per kit.
The kits are mainly 1:48 scale but the is a 1:32 scale kit.

454 Lot includes a reproduction Revell X3 Stiletto, Lindberg Curtiss Goshawk (sealed), Stiletto X3 and stearman PT-17 and a
Glencoe Grumman J2F-2 Duck (sealed). None of the kits have been started, the three without shrink wrap still have sealed
parts inside.

455 Lot includes si tamiya kits and two Hasegawa kits. Two Tamiya kits have been opened but all of the parts inside are still
sealed, both hasegawa kits are factory sealed. All of the kits are 1:48 scale and have nice looking boxes,

456 Lot includes four 1970’s kits that have all been opened but all parts are still on the sprues but the boxes have minor to
major damage and staining. Each has its original instructions as well as original decals.

457 Lot includes six civilian and six military aircraft. There are five sealed military kits and three sealed civilian kits. Of the
opened kits, they all appear to be complete and two of the four are still in sealed bags inside of the boxes.
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458 Lot includes one 1:48 scale kit, seven 1:32 scale kits and one Pratt & Whitney “Wasp” scale engine kit where 1 1/2” = 1’.
All of the kits appear to be complete and none have any work started. There are two sealed kits but all of the rest are
missing shrink wrap.

459 Lot includes three factory sealed kits and two that are missing shrink wrap but have complete mint kits inside. There is one
1:32 scale kit and four 1:48 scale kits.

460 Nice looking model kit. It has been opened and parts were checked over but completeness cannot be fully determined. It is
possible that two small packets of cast parts are missing but the parts list doesn’t make specific mention of the packets
according to letter, just according to part numbers that are included. Two of the packets were opened but all of the parts
have been accounted for. The rest of the kit is untouched and includes highly detailed instructions.

461 Both kits are factory sealed, includes B-24D Liberator and Ju 52/3m Transport.
462 All three model kits are still factory sealed. The lot includes Phantom Mustang (skill 3), PBY-5 Catalina and B-17G (both
skill 2).

463 Lot includes a factory sealed 1:48 Monogram B-36 Peacemaker and an opened but complete and unstarted 1:24 MPC P-51
Mustang.

464 Lot includes six 1:72 kits (one factory sealed and four either built or incomplete and partially built), one 1:87 kit (factory
sealed) and four 1:48 scale kits (one factory sealed). manufacturers of the complete kits include MPM, Walthers
Cornerstone, Italeri, Hobby Craft, DML, HSO and K&B.

465 Lot includes 1:72 Minicraft PBY-4 Catalina (opened with sealed parts inside), 1:32 Revell Bell X-1 (opened with sealed
parts inside), 1:32 Revell Navy Grumman F3F-3 (opened with loose and partially built kit inside) and a 1:48 Monogram
Heinkel He 111 German Bomber (opened with sealed parts inside).

466 Lot includes four complete kits although three have been opened. The two older kits that have been opened have loose
parts as they were never sealed in bags at that time. Those two kits appear to be complete but a total inventory was not
taken.

467 Lot includes two opened but appearing to be complete plastic model kits. The Revell Kit is 1/570 scale and the parts inside
are out of their plastic bag and have not been inventoried but the parts are all still on the sprues. The Minicraft kit is 1/350
scale and appears to be complete with mainly all factory sealed parts inside besides the hull.

468 Lot includes two Pyro kits, one partially built and the other was not started, two AMT kits with a complete unstarted
Corvette and a partially built Don Garlits dragster. The Revell kit is hard to determine since some of the wheels have been
assembled but there are several large sprues with many parts on them, unsure if either kit is complete or missing parts. All
of the boxes have one issue or another including dust, dirt, over sprayed paint and crushing issues.

469 Lot includes five unbuilt kits and one built. They consist of a 1/20 Lamborghini Countach LP 500S, 1/24 Metal Body
Plymouth Prowler (built up most of the way) and four 1/25 Jimmy Flintstone resin kits.

470 Lot includes two sealed kits and two opened, one has been started. They sealed kits are a Revell McDonalds Rail Dragster
and a Lindberg 1935 Auburn Speedstre (both 1/25). The opened kits include a 1/25 galaxie limited 1948 Chevrolet Sedan
Delivery in sealed bags and appearing to be complete and a Revival 1/20 W163 Mercedes Benz that has scattered parts
inside and may or may not be complete, there are hundreds of parts for this kit. All four boxes are in nice shape.

471 Toy is in original box with COA and numbered 2114 of 10,000. It is also personally signed by Ken Kovach. The
unfortunate part is that the left front headlight is missing. It would still display nicely from the right side.

472 Set is in great structural condition with some scratches and paint loss and will need a good cleaning. There is a small
missing Ford emblem from the front of the truck. The decals look nice on both sides but they aren’t complete. The truck is
13 1/2” long

473 This jeep is in nice shape with some scratches and minor paint loss with no missing parts or damage. The battery
compartment is very clean but the lights have not been tested. The jeep is 11” long.
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474 Great old wind up car with average play wear including small scratches and a few rubs here and there but overall in nice
shape. the car is 12 3/4” long.

475 The Structo truck is in nice shape with some paint loss and chipping decals but works great and has no missing pieces. The
live steam toy has corrosion in several places and a few missing nuts but should clean up fairly well to display. The truck
is 12” long and the steamroller is 12 3/4” long.

476 Lot includes a 1995 Marx Pepsi truck that is missing an original crate of bottles and an older plastic and tin wind up tractor
with a broken and missing hitch. Both toys could use a cleaning and the tractor was tested and works. The truck is 10”
long.

477 Nice looking set, all original with nice looking locomotive that works great. there are some small scratches but very little
paint loss on this little beauty. The tender is in nice shape as well as the three passenger cars and one observation car that
are included. There are eight pieces of curved track and two pieces of straight for this nice old set.

478 This is a nice looking set with minor wear and mostly small scratches and some larger rubs where the cars abut each other.
The set is dusty and will need cleaned up. Operability has not been tested.

479 Nice looking set with printed side frames and a red Commodore Vanderbilt style wind up locomotive that works great.
The cars do have significant wear and scratches but still look nice. The set includes: 552 gondola, 553 tank car, 547 REA
baggage car, unnumbered operating searchlight car and wrecker car.

480 This is a nice looking set with less than average wear with some small scratches and thinner rub lines. The set includes the
M 10005 locomotive, Denver and Los Angeles passenger cars, REA Post Office car and Squaw Bonnet observation car.
They have a little dust but will clean up quite easily.

481 This is another nice looking set with painted side frames. The set includes a Commodore Vanderbilt electric locomotive
(operability untested), New York central tender, 1678 hopper, 91453 box car and 694 caboose. the set box is in nice shape
with a faint but legible set number on one end. There is no track or transformer included.

482 Unknown set number so this may be in the wrong set box but is an actual set put together by Marx. The cars are all in nice
shape with minimal to moderate wear. the set includes a red Commodore Vanderbilt electric locomotive that has been
repainted as well as a New York central tender, two 245 Bogota passenger cars, two 246 Montclair passenger cars, a 201
observation car, six pieces of curved track, four sections of straight track, a transformer and a track power clip. The box is
in decent shape with all original inserts but two split corners. It also includes the original instruction sheet.

483 This set is most likely mispaired but there is no number on the box to determine what originally came in it. The set that is
included consists of a gray Commodore Vanderbilt locomotive, a New York Central tender, 245 Bogota, 246 Montclair
and 201 Observation cars. All of the cars have painted side frames and are in decent shape with scratches and small dents.
the set also includes two accessories and a transformer. The box is worn with a split corner and water stains.

484 Lot includes two mechanical and four electric locomotives including two Mercury locomotives (one is repainted) and a
blue repainted Commodore Vanderbilt style. There are three tenders, one passenger car, two box cars, one stock car, one
gondola, five tank cars and one caboose. They all have metal wheels with slot and tab couplers. The cars are all in good
to very good condition with scratches and minor rubs. None of the locomotives were tested for operability and the blue
one has a broken wind up key.

485 Lot includes two 567 side dumping cars, two 552 gondolas, a 1678 hopper, a 554 hopper, a 555 box car, three 553 tank
cars and a New York Central wrecker car with original crank and hook. The cars range from good to very good condition
with minor to moderate scratches and rubs.

486 Lot includes 18 cars in all including three tenders, two gondolas, five hoppers, one tank car, one box car, four cabooses,
one Bogota Pullman and one Pullman Observation. The cars range in condition from good to excellent with minor to large
scratches.
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487 Lot includes two girder bridges, large plastic trestle set, radio train control tower, floodlight tower, block signal, crossing
signal, crossing arm, semaphore, two signs and a mint boxed No. 421 twin light Crossing Flasher. All of the other
accessories are in good to excellent condition with the majority being in the middle to lower range.

488 Fantastic looking set in original box with all inserts. Includes 4361 locomotive, 4361 T tender, 4165 tank car, 4167
medical caboose, 4171 box car, 4172 troop barracks and unnumbered operating searchlight car and flat car with tank. the
cars were displayed and are dusty but the engine has never been run nor have any of the rest of the cars. The instruction
sheet is included and the box is in great shape.

489 Lot includes a 300 plastic steam locomotive with a metal Reading tender, 640 hopper, 631 T & P gondola and two 638
cabooses. One caboose has two small roof corner chips. They are very dusty but should clean up fairly easily. There is a
small amount of rust on a couple of the trucks and there is a white film on most of the couplers which are all the link type.
The locomotive has not been tested. There are also several pieces of track that are included that will need to be cleaned of
dust and minor surface rust. Also included is a small No. 1 transformer.

490 Lot includes a 165 crane with controller with green buttons, 224E and 671 locomotives, unmarked and 2224W tenders,
2555 tank car, 2652 gondola, 3651 log car, 2454 box car, 3464 operating box car 2457 caboose and 2457 caboose. Also
included is an Ives 3252 electric engine missing the cab roof. All of these items have rust, dust and dirt and will need to be
serviced. The 671 locomotive is missing parts and the shell is loose. Also included is a small group of three rail 027 track.

491 Marklin 8017 Firestone Reifen Phoenix delivery truck in original paint with original tires. Approximately 140mm long.
492 The lot includes quite a few cars and trucks in different states. Some are very nice with all original paint, some have a lot
of missing paint and some have small pieces of tape with writing on them so as to customize them. About half are Goodee
and the rest are a mix of Midgetoy and Tootsietoy.

493 This lot includes toys from makers such as Lapin, Ideal, Banner and Lindberg. there are many unmarked as well. Most are
in great shape but a few have some damage or mold flaws. Mainly sized for O scale train layouts.

494 This lot includes soft and hard plastic vehicles and four airplanes. The only marked item is a hard plastic Siku Nord 2501
Noratlas German aircraft. The cars are all in nice shape but a few are missing wheels or axles.

495 Lot includes mainly Matchbox vehicles but there are a few odd pieces mixed in. Conditions vary from one mint in box
Mercedes trailer to loose and worn vehicles. Most are complete but a couple have missing parts. There are more regular
wheels than superfast. This is a general condition lot and not subject to return.

496 This lot includes a mix of three or more manufacturers with most vehicles having play wear but some have no wear at all.
This is a general condition lot and not subject to return.

497 This lot includes three vehicles that are mint in blister but have missing cards, those include Letter Getter, Funny Money
and Emergency unit First Aid Truck. The emergency unit has red line wheels. The other vehicles of note are a purple
Custom Firebird missing a windshield, American Tipper dump truck and two Dinky 736 hawker Hunter Jets. This is a
general condition lot and not subject to return.

498 Great old wood fire truck toy. Looks like it is from the 1950’s or 60’s. The truck is in great shape with what appear to be
all original strings and rigging. There is a damaged ladder railing that could possibly be fixed but overall a great old toy
with little play wear. The truck is 21 3/4” long and 10 1/4 inches tall to the top of the ladder and rigging.

499 Nice condition with a few small chips on the roof and base but fantastic overall. The garage door opens as well. The base
measures 14” x 8 3/4”.

500 The farm set is incomplete but in great shape overall. The string and bucket for the well are missing but otherwise, it’s all
here. The set did not come with any animals. The box is very rough and has writing on the side that is complete.

501 Nice old ferry boat that has a little wear and play use but overall very nice with no missing parts. It still has the original
strings for the ends that raise and lower to allow cars to enter and exit. The boat is 18 1/4” long.
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502 This old truck is in nice shape but does have some play wear as seen in the pictures. Unsure if it is a rescue truck or a
utility truck. There are three separate ladder assemblies on top so this would actually extend a long way up. The truck is
25 1/2” long and 10 7/8” tall to the upper side of the ladder rigging.

503 This truck is in nice shape but does have some rust and dust and dirt. There is a small part of a running board that rusted
through but overall this should clean up nicely. The ladder hydraulics work and it raises up and lowers down properly. the
string is missing to retract the extension ladder. There are also two loose ladders with the truck that are the same color and
material of the extension ladder. The truck is 34” long to the back of the ladder.

504 This truck is complete and in great shape. It appears to have been played with very lightly and inside only. There is very
little wear and all of the decals are complete and it is very clean overall. the box was opened from one end only but it was
torn open and almost all of the flap material remains. There is some writing and some minor water stains on the box but
not much to be alarmed by since it is still very solid and square. The missile is here with the tip and it still cocks and
launches the tip out. A fantastic example of a neat old toy.

505 This old steam shovel is in nice shape and appears to be all original and complete. The decals on the side frames are still
legible but one side is better than the other. The cab had a decal on the side and that one is almost all gone. The shovel is
19” long from front to back. the measurement was taken horizontally and not diagonally. The arm of the shovel is 13”
long.

506 This tank is in great shape in its original box with the original cardboard inserts. It doesn’t appear to have been played with
much and is almost complete. There are a few very small scratches on the body but other than that, it is like new. The
battery box is flawless and the toy has eight brass casings and eight plastic bullkets along with the original flag and
beautiful detachable barrel. There is no instruction sheet since the instructions are on the back of the box but it does
include the original inspection slip from Remco.

507 Lot includes 10 Matchbox Superfast train items on opened blister cards as well as four Kidco and two Champ of the Road
dies cast trains in original boxes. There are also three of the latter sets that are loose but in nice shape.

508 This lot includes six train sets that are on their original blister cards. Three sets are still sealed and three sets have been
opened and are on partially sealed cards. The silver set is missing the top part of the card and the trains do have some paint
scratches.

509 This lot includes 45 pieces of Midgetoy from several different sets. Includes steam, diesel and switcher locomotives as
well as freight and passenger cars. They all have scratches and missing paint but some are missing more paint than others.

510 Lot includes four locomotives, two box cars, two flat cars (missing 3 of 4 load pieces), side tipping car, tank car and three
cabooses. They are all in great shape and don’t appear to have been played with much, if at all.

511 The title tells it the best. This toy is absolutely mint in the box with original inserts and an original product catalog. The
catalog has a detached cover but is unmarred otherwise. The box measures 15” x 8” x 3”.

512 This lot includes two sets that are new in box as well as a large number of loose cars and track that are also in nice shape.
The sets both have working mechanical locomotives. the metal parts in the locomotives have some rust but they are in
great working order.

513 Fantastic old pull train with a rare original box. the box does have some wear and tear but the lid has fantastic graphics that
beautifully depict the train inside. the train is virtually mint but one of the stickers on the locomotive has some wear.
guaranteed to have never been played with. The box bottom has a lot of wear with some missing material but overall,
you’ll never find another one this nice.

514 Train is in great shape with few signs of wear and is complete with all three cars, two couplers and the original string that
was never even tied onto the front of the locomotive. The box has one split corner and a tear on the face of the lid along
the right hand side but has great graphics and is very clean.

515 The lot includes Tootsietoy and Criterion products items. The majority are Tootsietoy. these have all been played with and
all have missing paint but some are nicer than others. This is a general condition lot and not available for return.
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516 The lot includes two early slush locomotives and several other later pieces. Also included is a small Pullman car marked
France on the inside. These all have some amount of paint loss, either minimal or almost all.

517 This lot includes die cast, plastic, rubber and tin lithographed pieces. there are a few whistles and even a small tin friction
locomotive. The Auburn rubber train is in decent shape but has a few of the coupling pieces broken off.

518 This lot includes a three piece trolley set that may have been made in France, a three piece articulated set that is unmarked
and a single Pennsylvania friction Passenger / Budd car in original box. The friction car was made in Japan by Miyazawa.

519 This little set is in fantastic condition with no play wear at all. It appears to be an earlier set as it is much heavier than the
later pieces. The passenger cars are 2 7/8” long.

520 Great lot of 17 banner hard plastic circus cars in various colors. One flat car has a missing animal but the rest are all in
nice shape and complete.

521 Fantastic condition train set in original box with original insert. It appears to be 100% complete and never played with.
The box has some crushing issues but still displays well. The box measures 18” x 9” x 3”.

522 This set is in mint condition and has never been played with. The box is in nice shape but missing the base. The box lid
does have some minor issues but still displays well.

523 Fantastic little set with a Route 66 game on the back. The set has nice blisters but one of them is dented in but none are
split or broken. the box measures 11 3/4” x 11 3/4” x 1 1/2”.

524 This lot includes toy trains from East Germany and possibly the USA. The large undecorated set is hand made but has no
markings. The end has fallen off of one of the passenger cars but could easily be glued back on. The East Germany set is
in mint unused condition in original box. The maker is Plaho and the box is in great shape. The small carded set is marked
Metalloplast, the train is mint but the blister is cracked on the back end.

525 This lot includes locomotives, tenders and freight cars. The locomotives are 9” long and the other cars range from 6” to 7
1/4” long. They are all unmarked and may or may not be from the same manufacturer.

526 Fantastic lot of larger and medium sized toy trains including locomotives, tender and freight cars. The locomotives are
around 6 1/4” long and the freight cars all range in size from 4” to 5”. They all have minor to moderate play wear but are
overall in nice shape.

527 Fantastic lot of smaller sized toy trains including locomotives, tenders and freight cars. The locomotives are around 6 1/4”
long and the freight cars all range in size from 2 3/4” to 3 1/4”. They all have minor to moderate play wear but are overall
in nice shape.

528 This lot includes a MIB Strombecker fast Freight set in box, Thornecraft Playtime fast freight set in box as well as a loose
set, FAMA Spiele Toys passenger set MIB and a Taylor Made toy train set in a rough and worn box. These sets are all
from the 1940’s and 50’s and in great shape.

529 This lot includes several old puzzles but no box with them, a Parker brothers board game, a Mattel Buil-a-Train MIB from
1971, some unmarked wooden toy trains from Taiwan and some old plastic army men, mainly Marx and MPC. These toys
are in various conditions, some played with, some mint in box.

530 Set has been played with but is in nice shape with what appears to be a lot of extra parts. The bus looks really nice and
doesn’t have much wear at all. the box lid has some minor skinning issues on the front as well as some light writing in
pencil. All four corners are still in great shape. The set was made in japan.

531 Great looking set with a single bus but was likely outfitted with two. the bus does have some scratches on one side but the
set looks really nice overall. The box has some tape repairs that were poorly attempted and a missing side from the lid.
there are some stains on the artwork but it’s probably not the most common set around either.

532 Both games are in nice shape and between the two, there is only one missing part which is a die cast train token. One game
still has mint sealed parts. Both boxes have a lot of wear and discoloration.
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533 The lot includes two original boxes and several locomotives, tenders and freight cars. the cars range from nice and clean to
dusty and dirty. they all appear to be in nice shape but will need a good cleaning.

534 This old box is in nice shape but the paper inside has torn from the top corners and the bottom left corner. It doesn’t have
any missing paper and should be able to be reattached to make a nice example. The parts don’t look like the Hudson parts
to me but there may be some to the locomotive. There are mainly, nuts, bolts and some other various parts but they don’t
seem to have any connection to the actual train. The hardware on the box seems to be all here and has some tarnishing but
overall, it is a pretty nice box.

